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On Friday evening, Jan. 6, 
after an exciting day of inspira-
tion and music at KO, Head of 
School Dennis Bisgaard received 
an alarming message: Someone 
had drawn a swastika symbol 
in the snow on KO property.

The offensive symbol was 
discovered by Matt Hay, a neighbor 
of the school who had been walking 
his dog.  When the Mr. Hay found 
the symbol, he took pictures, 
and then wiped away the swas-
tika and replaced it by drawing a 
peace sign and a heart in the snow. 

Mr.  Hay  pos t ed  the 
pictures on social media, and 
several people who saw the 
postings notified Mr. Bisgaard. 

“He had already called the 
police and the Anti-Defamation 
League. It’s nice to have neighbors 
who look out for your community,” 
Mr. Bisgaard said,” but the tricky 
part is that it is going to be so hard 
to find out exactly who did it.”

The symbol was presumably 
drawn in the snow while much of 

the KO community was in Roberts 
Theater for the Choral Expo. 

Mr. Bisgaard said that his 
first reaction was to be appalled. 
“The one thing that struck me as 
being such a dichotomy was that 
it was such an amazing day at KO, 
from the Shatterproof speaker in 
the morning to the concert at night. 
It was a slap in the face,” he said. 
“It could have been a perfect day.”

The next step was to inform 
the community of the incident. 
Mr. Bisgaard conferred with 
Dean of Students Will Gilyard 
on how to approach this task.

“It was important to address 
the whole community,” Mr. 
Bisgaard said, “because for many 
people the swastika symbol has 
such a strong, visceral meaning.”

Mr. Gilyard agreed. “[Mr. 
Bisgaard and I] had a conversa-
tion, and we felt like it needed to 
be shared with the community,” he 
said, “but it was a tough conversa-
tion to have. When we first decided 
to discuss it, there were people, 
especially those of the Jewish 
community and others who under-

stand what the symbol means; 
[they] were extremely hurt by it.”

B o t h  M r .  G i l y a r d 
and Mr. Bisgaard said that 
they received appropr ia te 
responses from the community.

“The adults were dismayed 
by this,” said Mr. Gilyard, “and 
the student reaction that I’ve 
heard is what I was hoping 
to see. Students are asking 
‘Why would people do this?’”

Mr. Bisgaard said that 

he received similar reactions. 
“When I spoke at the assembly, 
people listened very respect-
fully. It’s hard to tell how deeply 
it affects people; it’s tricky 
because it affects some very 
deeply and others less so,” he said.

Senior Sasha Bash said that 
the symbol has a lot of personal 
meaning, but that the reaction 
from KO has been supportive. 

“The swastika stands for 
a regime that killed 11 million 

people,  so this event was 
disturbing,” she said, “but I think 
KO handled the situation really 
well and promotes an inclusive 
and positive community. In light 
of Holocaust Remembrance Day, 
which was recently, I hope people 
think of all the lives that were lost.”

Both administrators said 
that the next step is to learn from 
this experience moving forward.

Mr. Bisgaard said that, 
espec ia l ly  in  the  cur ren t 
political climate, respect is 
of the utmost importance.

“We have to think about our 
core values,” he said. “We can 
disagree without being hateful, 
and at the same time we will 
do everything we can to fight 
any bias and discrimination.”

Mr. Gilyard reiterated 
the point: “We need to educate 
ourselves about these subjects,” 
he said. “The further removed 
we are from these events, the 
easier it is for people to think 
that these symbols are not a big 
deal. Everyone needs to know 
that we won’t tolerate hate.”

A neighbor took this photo of a swastika drawn in the snow on the KO 
campus. It was soon wiped away and replaced by heart. Photo by Matt Hay, 

by Grace Amell ‘17

Neighbor finds hate sign in snow

School mourns loss 
of beloved student

On Monday,  Jan.  16, 
Kingswood Oxford junior Ellen 
Goddard passed away at the 
Connecticut Children’s Hospital. 
Head of School Dennis Bisgaard 
assembled the entire Kingswood 
Oxford community on Wednesday, 
Jan. 18, to share the somber news. 

In a letter that Mr. Bisgaard 
read to the Upper School from 
the Goddard family, the details 
of Ellen’s death were disclosed:

“Ellen had a long-term 
mental health illness – a chronic 
eating disorder – and had been 
in treatment since seventh grade. 

by KO News Editors She fought a long and difficult 
battle but eventually succumbed 
to the illness and ended her own 
life on Monday, Jan. 16. Ellen 
tried to have as normal a life as 
possible and hid the fact that she 
was struggling. Her great desire 
for privacy isolated her and 
allowed the mental illness to be 
strong. If one of Ellen’s legacies 
could be for people to start talking 
about mental health illnesses 
such as eating disorders, more 
people will receive the support 
they need to fight to be healthy.”

Following this assembly, 
students went to their advisee 
groups to better process the news 

and cope with the tragic loss in a 
smaller, more intimate setting. 

While the entire community 
is still mourning Ellen’s passing, 
many KO students and faculty 
members shared some of their 
favorite memories of her. From past 
advisors to peers, Ellen’s positive 
attitude and desire to make others 
happy have left an impression that 
will last for many years to come. 

Spanish teacher Ronald 
Garcia said that the day after 
the tragedy, the Goddard family 
reached out to him and offered to 
set up a memorial fund for Team 

Continued on page 20.
Ellen Goddard helps to refurbish a playground in Tobati, Paraguay, during a 
service trip last March. Photo by Ronald Garcia.
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O n  F r i d a y,  J a n .  6 , 
Roberts Theater filled with 
students largely unaware of 
the Shatterproof organization. 

Gary Mendell, founder 
of Shatterproof, an organiza-
tion striving to end the stigma 
around addiction and raise 
awareness of the disease, shared 
eye-opening, first-hand stories 
about addiction and its effects.

Mr. Mendell opened with a 
video, which was a compilation of 
stories from parents who had lost 
their children in the battle with 
addiction. One of these stories 
was his own. Mr. Mendell’s son 
Brian struggled with addiction 
and ultimately took his own life. 

Brian had attended eight 
different treatment centers, 
trying to overcome his addic-
tion.  Eventually, Brian was 
able to overcome his addiction.

Bu t  on  Oc tobe r  20 , 
2011, Mr. Mendell said he 
was awakened in the middle 
of the night by his cell phone 
ringing. His son Brian had died. 

“He was 25 years old and 
he hadn’t used a substance in 13 
months, and, even more tragic, it 
wasn’t just addiction that took my 
son’s life,” said Mr. Mendell. “It 
was the feeling of shame that he had 
every morning when he opened his 
eyes that feeling like an outcast to 
society that caused him to wake up 
that morning, and his history on his 
laptop shows he searched suicide 
notes, wrote a note of his own, lit 
a candle and took his own life.” 

This powerful story affected 

KO students heavily. “It makes 
me rethink my opinion on people 
who are dealing with addic-
tion,” said senior Drew Nemirow. 

Mr. Mendell posed ques-
tions and observations that had 
students questioning how they felt 
about addiction. “People make 
decisions every day and face 
no consequences on them, but 
one little decision that someone 
may make to try something 
could put them in a life of addic-
tion,” said junior Tina Reale.

He didn’t stop there, Mr. 
Mendell spoke of a powerful 
contrast between a boy, Mikey, in 
the same town as Mr. Mendell and 
Brian. Mikey was diagnosed with 

cancer. His family had access to 
advanced, research-based medical 
care, and the whole town rallied 
around him with home-cooked 
meals, bake sales, and all the love 
and compassion that anyone with 
a disease could ever ask for and, in 
fact, deserves, said Mr. Mendell.

Two streets away, his son 
Brian was also suffering from a 
disease, however his story differed 
drastically. There was no medical 
care based on research, no one 
came to their door with cooked 
meals, no bake sales. “To be 
honest, I didn’t tell a lot of people 
because I was embarrassed; I felt 
like a failure as a father,” Mr. 
Mendell said. “How could I have 

raised my son with this disease? 
What was wrong with me?”

T h i s  s t o r y  r e s o -
nated with many members 
o f  t h e  K O  c o m m u n i t y.

 Dean of Students William 
Gilyard said he felt this talk 
opened the eyes of so many 
students and teachers about the 
stigma and effect addiction truly 
has on so many peoples’ lives. 

Students had similar reac-
tions. “I find it amazing that he 
was able to stand up in front of the 
whole school and share the most 
devastating experience of his 
life. It was truly life-changing,” 
said junior Haley Carangelo. 

Addiction is the third largest 

cause of death in this country, after 
heart disease and cancer. There are 
25 million people in this country 
with a substance-abuse disorder. 
Every day, 350 deaths are related 
to substance-abuse and addiction. 

Eighty percent of people 
who are addicted became addicted 
before their 18th birthday. 
Someone who is 21 and tries a 
substance for the first time is only 
four percent likely to become 
addicted, but someone who is 14 
and tries a substance for the first 
time is close to 30 percent likely 
to become addicted. Yet, so many 
are uneducated on this subject.

“There’s an American 
Cancer Society, American Heart 
Association, Autism Speaks, MS 
Society, but there was nothing 
for addiction,” said Mr. Mendell. 
“And what do these organiza-
tions do? They raise hundreds of 
millions of dollars a year, they 
fund private research, they advo-
cate for change, they end shame 
and stigma, and there was no 
such thing for addiction,” he said.

Mr. Mendell’s solution to this 
epidemic was to found Shatterproof

Shatterproof’s goal is to 
provide support and information to 
families, raise money for research, 
and raise awareness to end the 
stigma associated with addiction.  

Junior Christian Vitti said 
that the assembly gave him a new 
awareness. “I have never had a 
personal experience with addic-
tion,” he said.“No one in my family 
has dealt with it, so this assembly 
made me really realize how big this 
disease is and that no one should 
feel shame when they have it.” 

Shatterproof assembly ‘shatters’ stigma
by Eliza Charette ‘18

Mr. Mendell addresses the community about the horrors of drug addiction. He passionately told the story of his son 
Brian, who died as a result of addiction and the societal stigma surrounding his disease. Photo by Shelby Fairchild ’17.

KO invites students to compete in 9th annual WIAF  
by Eliza Charette ‘18

Ryan Albanesi  Carolyn McCusker 
 
Grace Amell   Ambika Natarajan

Sasha Bash   Alec Rossi

Jacob Brown   Emilie Sienko

Amanda Civitello  Ryan Silvers

Shelby Fairchild  Noah Stanton

Noah Hawks-Ladds  Bonnie Steinberg

Celia Jarmoc   Cassie T-Pederson

Tara Kilkenny

From Friday, Jan. 27 to 
Saturday, Jan. 28, 15 groups faced 
off for a cappella glory, including 
KO’s own Crimson 7 and Oxford-
ians groups. The Grapes from Ethel 
Walker School took home the Best 
in Show Award. However, many 
other awards we also distributed to 
recognize outstanding performers.

The Pitch Pipes from 
Lexington High School took 
second place, Be S#arp from 
Conard High School took third, 
and lastly, Guacamole from 
Lexington High School won an 
honorable mention, fourth place. 

In a fan favorite vocal 

percussion competition, Jeremy 
Hariprasad from Hall High 
School’s A Cafella group wowed 
the audience with his impres-
sive beatboxing. He ended up 
taking both titles: People’s 
Choice Vocal Percussionist and 
Outstanding Vocal Percussionist. 

Outstanding Male Soloist 
went to Vivek Gopalakrishnan from 
Lexington High School’s Pitch 
Pipes. He sang “When We Were 
Young” by Adele which demon-
strated his outstanding range and 
consistency. Outstanding Female 
Soloist went to Avery Bebon 
from Fairfield-Ludlowe High 
School’s Close Harmony. Avery 
wowed the judges by belting “I 

Want You Back” by the Jackson 5.
O u t s t a n d i n g  S t u d e n t 

Arranger went to Elise Counsell and 
Jocelyn Geller of Lexington High 
School’s Guacamole. Outstanding 
Student Director went to Alana 
Garcia from Ethel Walker’s 
Grapes, and Outstanding Student 
Choreographer went to Emma 
Kelly and Lexi Sylverne of Bristol 
Eastern High School’s Strawberry 
Fields. All three of these students 
showed outstanding leadership 
and creativity in their leadership. 

As for the night’s purpose, 
Form 6 Dean and founder of 
Team Tobati Ronald Garcia said 
this night is always a great fund-
raiser for the organization, usually 
pulling in around $13,000 for the 
trip in March. This year the money 
will be going towards a kitchen that 
will be built in the Macchi School. 

Once installed, the kitchen 
will provide students with free 
breakfast and lunch every day. 
Before the night of the festival, 
Form 3 Dean and creative arts 
teacher David Baker said he was 
excited for the festival. “Hopefully 
we will have a really good turn out 
in order to raise lots of money for 
the new kitchen in Tobati as well as 
have an awesome a cappella festival 
with lots of singing and fun.”

Mr. Garcia agreed, saying 
that this night is always so 
much fun for students to see 
their peers performing amazing 

arrangements of popular songs.
Mr. Baker said he felt that the 

snow days have hurt the groups, but 
that they felt prepared going into 
the WIAF. He said that Crimson 7 
seemed the most prepared they had 
ever been, although they did not 
win any awards during the WIAF.

Their songs were popular 
with the audience. “I thought 
both of Crimson 7’s songs were 
really impressive especially 
the Hamilton Medley which I 
thought was the best song of the 
night.” said senior Grace Amell. 

The whole night was 
emceed by KO English teacher 

Kyle Chapman, who won over the 
audience by cracking jokes and 
sharing stories. “Mr. Chapman 
was a great emcee,” said Grace. 
“He filled a lot of the breaks in 
activity between performances 
with funny stories and anecdotes, 
and he really got the audience 
laughing and excited for the night.”

O t h e r  s t u d e n t s  s a i d 
that they agreed with Grace. 

“Mr. Chapman was really 
funny,” said senior Sasha Bash. 
“He shared a lot of personal anec-
dotes that lightened the mood, 
and his energetic spirit embodied 
the theme of the night perfectly.”

Congratulations to the 
Cum Laude Inductees!
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The editorials below represent the collective 
opinion of the members of the KO News 
Editorial Board: Benjamin Waldman, Kate Betts, 
Mackenzie McDonald, Noah Stanton, Kelly Malo-
ney, Alec Rossi, Lauren Barnes, Gwyneth McDon-
ald and Sasha Bash.

A Wyvern’s TaleThe editorials below represent the collective 
opinion of the members of the KO News 
Editorial Board: Noah Stanton, Alec Rossi, Sasha 
Bash, Grace Amell, Ryan Albanesi, Carolyn 
McCusker, Isabel Kaufman, Tara Kilkenny and 
Aparajita Kashyap.

KO’s Culture of Busy

The KO News staff would first 
like to applaud KO for the speakers who 
have been brought to our assemblies.

 Gary Mendell, for example, spoke 
recently about his organization, Shatter-
proof. With a great deal of compassion and 
composure, his words moved everyone in the 
room. These assemblies, and others that stick 
out to us, such as when Chris Herron came 
to speak a few years ago, teach students life 
lessons that sometimes cannot be taught in 
the classroom. It is these kinds of assemblies 
that truly bring the KO community together. 

However, the KO News staff would 
also like to recognize the importance 
of taking advantage of the resources 
available within the KO community to 
enlighten us: students and their parents. 

For example, on Friday, KO parent 
Karen Jarmoc was a part of the Junior 
Achievement panel. She provided insight 
into the building blocks required for 
a career path. Mrs. Jarmoc is just one 
example of a KO parent who could share 

meaningful advice with the student body. 
Furthermore, students can also do this. 

In the beginning of the year, senior 
Rose Esselstyn shared her experiences from 
Chewonki Semester school and how that 
inspired her to start composting at KO and to 
make a garden. Senior Connor O’Loughlin 
gave a fascinating in-depth presenta-
tion about his Wyverns in Space Project. 

There should be more opportuni-
ties for students to share what they are 
passionate about and how they are acting 
on these passions because students can 
learn from other students. Thus, we 
encourage KO to utilize the experiences 
of KO students and parents to make 
assembly speakers even more diverse. 

Speakers such as Mr. Mendell, 
KO parents, local community leaders, 
and students will continue to broaden the 
student body’s perspective and shed light 
on a variety of different issues. This can 
strengthen ties between alumni, parents, 
and students of the KO community.

Most weeks at KO follow a pattern: 
three tests on Tuesday, an away game on 
Wednesday and a club meeting on Thursday 
morning. Faced with countless academic, 
athletic, and extracurricular commitments, 
the average KO student embodies the word 
“busy.” Recent articles published by the 
New York Times and Johns Hopkins Health 
Review have attempted to elucidate this idea 
or perhaps obsession that America (and 
even KO) has with being chronically busy.

From a young age our lives have 
been scheduled. From piano lessons 
to sports practices, this obsession with 
constant activity and the best use of our 
time has produced a generation of students 
anxious about the prospect of free time. 

At some point, we all find ourselves 
questioning whether our current academic 
schedule or extracurricular load is adequate. 
Faced with the pressure of hypercompetitive 
college admissions, websites like College-
Confidential serve as a way for us to gauge 
whether we’re working hard enough. Always 
trying to get ahead, students view busyness as 

a quantification of how hard they’re working 
or the extent to which they are qualified.

While being involved in the school 
community is vital to success at KO, the 
predication that, when students are not 
working, they are lazy or uninvolved is 
harmful. When schoolwork and extra-
curriculars come in the way of family 
time, rest, and personal obligations, we 
become unable to decompress and sepa-
rate the two spheres that exist in our lives.

The KO News staff urges students 
and faculty not to live by the Google 
Calendar. Take some time to do what you 
love. Embrace the spontaneity that is around 
you and resist the urge to measure personal 
success and self-worth by the amount of 
time spent on the playing field or home-
work. The KO News staff by no means is 
suggesting students to stop trying; rather, 
we should all take inventory of our own 
lives and prioritize what is important to us. 
Spend the most time doing what you love 
and what will best prepare you for future 
personal and professional satisfaction.

Students can provide 
insight at assemblies
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I’ve pretty much spent my entire 
KO News career trying to avoid writing a 
political article. In fact, except for a few 
close friends, I’ve spent my entire high 
school career trying to avoid sharing my 
political beliefs in general, so what better 
way for me to end my time as Editor-in-
Chief than by doing what I’ve always 
feared, revealing what I’ve always hidden?

This article isn’t really about my 
beliefs, however, so please try to look 
past them; I’m writing this piece to shed 
light on the toxic political climate that 
has come to control our school, our state, 
and our country. Here goes nothing.

I am a Republican. Well, I guess 
I should say I would be a Republican. 
Granted, I’ve never voted in an election, and 
I’m not registered as one within the state of 
Connecticut, but if I had to choose a political 
party that best aligned with my economic 
views, it would be the Republican party. 
The majority of my family is moderate to 
right-leaning, and because I believe in less 
government subsidization and decreased 
federal spending, I suppose that I am as well. 

Does that mean I would vote for every 
Republican candidate who runs for office? 
Not necessarily. Does that I mean I stand 
by every single principle the Republican 
party has stood for in years past? Abso-
lutely not. I am also a lot of other things.

So why haven’t I shared this fact 
about myself before? It’s not because I’ve 
been scared of the repercussions, or because 
I’ve been afraid that people will judge me; 
I don’t really care what everyone thinks. 
It’s because to me, the title isn’t relevant. 
The political boxes that we put ourselves 

and others into aren’t relevant. Once you 
know someone’s party, you think you know 
everything about them. People take one 
look at me and assume I’m a liberal, and 
I find it funny. I don’t disagree with them, 
I don’t tell them they’re wrong; if they’ve 
already made that assumption about me, 
chosen to view me in that particular light 
without even talking to me, then what’s the 
point in telling them otherwise? Sure, I hold 
some beliefs that align with today’s defini-
tion of liberalism. I hold many beliefs that 
align with modern Republicanism as well. 
Who are we to tell others what they are? 
Who are you to tell me I’m a liberal, or a 
Republican, or anything for that matter?

The point I’m trying to make 
here is that politics are messy, and 
their labels are subject to change. 

If you feel confident calling your-
self a Democrat, or a conservative, or 
even a socialist, then that’s great! Do 
not, however, project your percep-
tions of these parties onto other people. 

The best way to trudge through 
this confusing political climate is to 
remain open to discussion and to extend 
curiosity and thoughtfulness to others 
in order to keep conversations going. 

Don’t box yourself off from the 
people around you. After all, we’re 
young and our opinions are subject to 
change; dismissing opposing thoughts and 
beliefs only makes it harder for us grow. 

We must work to confront the ideolo-
gies that we do not understand. Find your own 
voice, and share it with the world, but please, 
try not to quiet other voices in the process. 
Don’t make assumptions about people. 

Instead,  l is ten to what  they 
have to say. It might surprise you.

Stop political 
polarization

by Noah Stanton ’17

Roses are red, 
Violets are blue, 
Punxsutawney Phil, 
Here’s looking at you! 

Happy Groundhog Day!
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“Let’s start by taking a 
smallish nap or two.” – Winnie 
the Pooh. Our favorite pudgy 
bear  was  onto  something 
when he made this statement. 

Winnie the Pooh – undoubt-
edly among the most self-aware 
of all fictional characters – knows 
his sawdust and fluff-filled head 
benefits from a brief rest prior 
to beginning challenging tasks. 

In fact, I literally started 
the process of composing this 
article by taking a planned nap, 
knowing I would be able to 
think and write more clearly 
after some rejuvenating shut-eye.

Although I am an expert 
napper, I’ve had to hide my 
impressive talent (only admit-
ting my habit to close friends and 
family, and stealthily taking my 
work siestas in a mostly obscured 
corner of my office – lest a passer 
by should erroneously think 
I am “sleeping” on the job). 

Sadly, napping is both an 
overlooked and under-respected 
practice in our culture. Unless 
you are very, very young (a 
baby or toddler) or very, very 
old, people tend to look down 
on napping as a sign of laziness 
and apathy. According to several 

reputable sources, however 
(one from the blog, “The Art 
of Manliness”), the benefits of 
napping are quite opposite the 
slothful image it has acquired. 

Naps are documented as 
having incredible restorative 
powers including: increased alert-
ness, improved mood, health, 
learning and memory capacity, 
and heightened creativity. The 
National Sleep Foundation (yes, 
there is such an organization) 
goes as far as stating that naps 
can “enhance performance and 
reduce mistakes and accidents.”

Perhaps instead of cloaking 
my short-sleep savvy in secrecy, 
I should just relocate. Many 
countries including Japan, Italy, 
Mexico, Nigeria and Spain, not 
only support but also encourage 
naps; businesses actually shut 
down after lunch and students 
and workers are expected to rest. 

Although the United States 
is starting to catch up by having 
people slow down – Google and 
Nike are among several compa-
nies that now have nap areas in 
their workspaces to encourage 
the practice because they believe 
napping increases produc-
tivity – we are far behind the 
rest of the rest of the world, not 
a place Americans like to be. 

Powerful  napper  and 
accomplished person that I 
am, I have no delusions about 
changing our country’s practices 
(I’ll leave that to the politicians 
– no comment), but I might have 
a shot at altering the way we do 
things at KO. How about insti-
tuting a short nap period (based 
on my extensive research and 
personal experience, 20 minutes 
is ideal) some time after lunch? 

We ’ v e  c h a n g e d  o u r 
schedule in the past to foster 
improved teaching and learning; 
adding snooze time will further 
enhance our progress and may 
even lead to less “accidental” 
napping (i.e. during class). 

Making planned napping 
a part of the fabric of KO 
cou ld  he lp  ou r  Wyverns 
truly “conquer” themselves. 

History is ripe with famous 
nappers who have made major 
contributions to society – Leon-
ardo DaVinci, Thomas Edison, 
Margaret Thatcher, Muhamad 
Ali, and Kim Kardashian among 
them. Connor O’Laughlin has 
already put “Wyverns in Space.” 
Who knows what he might be 
able to launch after a catnap?

by Jackie Rubin 

Director of Academic Skills Jackie 
Rubin teaches English in the Upper 
School.

OK dear One, first let’s 
define what it feels like when 
you’re home. At home, you 
belong. You don’t have to try 
to fit in because you know 
you are accepted for who you 
are, thorns and all, and even 
when when you mess up.  

In fact, at home when 
you mess up you are taught 
and guided rather than shamed 
or taunted because you get the 
benefit of the doubt as your 
family positively assumes 
rather than negatively assumes. 

You are al lowed to 
change and grow without 
being called fake because you 
aren’t trapped by past mistakes 
or your reputation at home.  

If you are feeling weak 
or sad or scared, you can feel 
those feelings and even share 
them without fear of being seen 
as less than or fragile or like a 
“special snowflake.”  In short, 
the culture and climate at home 
is safe, open, and affirming.  

Next we can ask ourselves: 
What do I do to contribute to 
a safe, open, and affirming 
culture and climate on campus 
and what do I do to contribute 
to a harsh, closed, and critical 

culture and climate on campus?  
D o  I  l a u g h  w h e n 

someone falls flat in class or 
in the halls or on the fields? 

Or do I say or do something 
that signals to my classmate that 
it’s OK, I’ve been there too? Do 
I join in on the chorus of “ohhh-
hhhhhhhhhhhhh” when someone 
gets roasted? Or do I stand up 
for that person instead? Heck, 
am I the person roasting people 
for the fun of it? (And if you 
are, please know that means you 
are hurting too and could prob-
ably use a little TLC yourself.) 

Or do I go out of my way 
to compliment and support my 
classmates for the fun of it? Am I 
a part of a group chat that foments 
hurtful and offensive comments? 
Or am I reporting instances of 
meanness and gossip, instead? 

Am I curious when I 
encounter someone who is 
different and makes me uncom-
fortable as a result or am I critical 
of their otherness? Do I look 
for connections or do I focus on 
differences? Am I sarcastic in 
my communication or do I take 
the kind, direct route instead? 

The culture and climate of 
our campus hinges on the answers 
to these questions, dear Ones, and 
I implore you to spend time in 

serious thought answering them.  
If you know you are one of the 
brightLights on our campus 
adding to a warm, welcoming and 
affirming climate and culture, 
please know you are oh so 
important to the health and well-
being of your fellow students. 

I want to thank you 
personally and with my whole 
heart for everything you do 
every day to help make our 
school a home away from 
home for all who attend. 

And if you realize you 
are unwittingly (in an effort to 
fit in or gain social currency) 
contributing to a mean-spirited 
campus where people feel like 
they have to hide their truth to 
get through the day, I encourage 
you to very quickly forgive 
yourself for past behaviors and 
commit to practicing new ones 
that help make our campus feel 
more like a home for everyone. 

And if you need help 
forgiving yourself or learning 
how to become a bright-
Light I would love to chat 
with you about all of it in the 
cozy, confidential confines of 
the counseling office located 
in the basement of Roberts. 
Ms. Rodriguez is the Upper School 
Guidance Counselor.

Advice Column
by Chastity Rodriguez

Question: How can I help make our campus 
feel more like a home for everyone?

by Janvi Sikand ’19

I’ll get right to it: Nature is 
crazy. Even I know that, and I rarely 
venture outside to experience it. So 
today, I’ve compiled some cool 
animal facts which I hope will 
entertain, educate, and edify you.

Fact 1: Howler monkeys are 
the loudest land animals, and can be 
heard in the jungle from three miles 
away. Kind of like some people 
yelling as loudly as they possibly 
can so their opinions are heard over 
others, and ending up just being 
annoying instead of listened to.

Fact 2: King cobras are 
the most venomous snakes and 
eat other snakes in the wild, 
showing that there’s a good 
reason we call people who tear 
each other down “snakes.”

Fact 3: Polar bears actu-
ally have black skin, but I 
sure don’t see other animals 
treating it like an inferior.

Fact 4: Earthworms have 
five hearts, proving that even 
they have more heart than you.

Fact 5: Ants never ever 
sleep, and they work day and 
night carrying objects 50 times 
their weight. Oh, are you still 
complaining about  having 
gotten less-than-optimal sleep 
last night because you got too 
carried away watching Netflix?

Fact 6: Baby swans are 
called cygnets, and they are in 
fact cute as hell. I have no idea 
why a cygnet was the main char-
acter of “The Ugly Duckling”; it 
should’ve been a baby Gouldian 
finch because those, my friend, 
are the things of nightmares.

Fact 7: The claws of a mantis 
shrimp can accelerate as quickly 
as a .22-caliber bullet. Also, 
mantis shrimp are never kept in 
aquariums because they pose a 
lethal threat to other occupants of 
their tanks, as well as to human 
visitors to the aquarium. Now 
why in the world would that be?

F a c t  8 :  Yo u  s h o u l d 
NEVER turn your back on 
bears, men you have wronged, 
or the dominant turkey during 
mating season.  Thanks to 
Dwight Schrute for that one.

Fact 9: Female lions do 90 
percent of the hunting, killing, 
and tough work of a lion pride, 
yet the males get the bulk of the 
meat and are at the top of the 
chain of the command. Wow. 
That’s FOOD for thought. 

Fact 10: Despite being the 
tallest mammal in the world and 
having a kick that can kill a man, 
giraffes are peaceful, social animals 
that rarely ever fight among them-
selves. I suppose it goes to show 
that just because you HAVE all this 
power, it doesn’t mean you can go 
around abusing it for no reason.

Fact 12:  Some shark species, 
for example, the tiger shark, canni-
balize one another in utero so that 
they can eliminate the competition, 
and won’t stop until just one fetus 
comes out on top. Does anyone 
notice how much this sounds like 
the lyrics of Bop To The Top? I 
honestly have to say I like “High 
School Musical” better than 
this real-life shark horror story.

Fact 13: Seahorses are 
generally monogamous and stay 
with the same partner for the whole 
breeding season. Whew, good 
thing they only mate with others 
one at a time, or they’d be labelled 
“promiscuous” and have all their 
reproductive rights taken away!

Fact 14: A honey badger’s 
skin is so tough that it can with-
stand blows from a machete. How 
do y’all reckon the “scientists” 
figured that one out? Fact 15: Bees 
are dying at an alarming global rate.

Bonus Fact!  Because 
humans are animals too, right?!: 
People’s brains operate on about 
15 watts of electricity, or less if 
they think Nickelback is a top-
notch band. That is all. Hope you 
enjoyed these neat-o animal facts!

KO should drop 
cellphone rule
by Taline Norsigian ’19

When you are told to 
break the rules daily, it is time 
to change them. Twenty-four 
out of 25 students in a survey 
said they used their cell phones 
for academic purposes at least 
once in class during this school 
year. Fifty percent of those 
students said they used their cell 
phones in class that same day, 
after only having two classes.

In fact, the science teacher 
who asked those students to use 
phones as timers on labs and the 
math teacher who instructed the 
students to plot red, green, and 
blue points on a graphing calcu-
lator app are regularly telling 

students to break rules. Phones 
are helpful tools, yet because 
the Upper School Community 
Handbook says cell phones are 
prohibited in the classroom, 
students are technically disobeying 
rules when they use them.

I believe that this foolish 
rule  should be abolished.

While phones used for 
personal reasons, such as social 
media and texting, can be 
distracting, phones are a conve-
nient way to benefit your education.

Further,  phones offer 
students easy access to learning.  
When a teacher asks students 
to take out their cell phones, it 

continued on page 6

Power naps increase
learning capacity

Into the wild: 
animal facts
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Election Spaces
by David Marottolo ’18

If you are interested in contributing your own puzzle to the newspaper, please email David Marottolo or Rob Kyff.

Clues
Across

Down

1. Urban model -- Chyna
5. Provoke
9. Smokey, for example (2 wds.)
14. Accompanies health in LoL
15. Holiday lead-ins
16. Famous drummer (think Fab 
Four)
17. Subject of a landmark 2012 
Supreme Court decision
19. Marsh bird
20. Finish for “court” or “her”
21. Elimination-style card game
22. Trump’s goal for a global  
market
32. Surrounding glow
33. Bane of all music-lovers
34. Famous set of Christian initials       
(abbr.)
35. Turkish title
36. Auto parts
37. Fancy tie
38. Possessed
39. Speaking frankly (abbr.)
40. Long spear or javelin
43. French saint Joan _____ (2 
wds.)
46. Lobbying org.
49. NATO member (abbr.)
50. Gucci rival
51. Crème ___ crème (2 wds.)
52. Those responsible for election 
results
55. Common conjunction
56. Isle off of New Caledonia
57. ‘90s commerce pact
60. Government--funded college?
66. Leafy bower
67. Actor’s occupation
68. Speed contest
69. A top, for example
70. Sounds of disapproval
71. Mine product

1. Finn and Jake’s living video 
game console
2. Chemistry activity
3. Santa ___, Calif.
4. Journalist’s tool
5. Like many of Trump’s initial 
directives

6. Eggs
7. Comparative suffix
8. London bourse (abbr.)
9. Sporting stage
10. What liberals think of Trump’s 
followers
11. The company that keeps going 
… and going … (abbr.)
12. Commonly measured by a 
king’s reign
13. Decay
18. “___ was going to St. Ives …” 
(2 wds.)
21. Commando’s weapon
22. Insurance company times three
23. Face (slang)
24. Geological span
26. Outdated messaging system
27. Part of Canada (abbr.)
28. Conditions
29. Business abbr.
30. Spanish gold
31. Insect egg
36. Gorgeous (slang)
37. Children’s primer
38. One of the 2017 presidential 
contestants
39. What the media supposedly 
does to Trump
40. Irish god
41. One or eleven
42. Not pos.
43. Pre-refinery minerals
44. Distant
45. Gator tail?
46. Domesticated animal
47. Pub order
48. Vehicle
50. Renoir (abbr.)
51. Patrons
53. Like an albatross
54. Cares for 46-down
57. “New York State of Mind” 
rapper
58. Father of Dadaism
59. Clashed with Trump over 
report
60. Middle school standardized 
test
61. Toilet (Brit. slang)
62. Chess rating system
63. Cultural inst. across the pond
64. Oft-torn knee part (abbr.)
65. Tennis term
Bonus Question: Why is there no 
Clue #25?

Trump censors EPA
by Aparajita Kashyap ’18

Recently, President Trump 
and his administration placed a 
“media blackout” on the EPA (Envi-
ronmental Protection Agency); the 
administration has also instructed 
officials to freeze grants and 
contracts.  These decisions 
worry scientists and concerned 
citizens around the world. 

An email was sent within 
hours of Mr. Trump’s swearing-
in on Friday. It read, “New EPA 
administration has asked that 
all contract and grant awards be 
temporarily suspended, effective 
immediately… Until we receive 
further clarification, which 
we hope to have soon, please 
construe this to include task 
orders and work assignments.” 

Freezing the EPA’s grants 
and contracts severely limits the 
work it can do, and, because the 
EPA is responsible for so much 
research, these cuts could affect 
everything from state-led climate 
research to localized efforts to 
improve air and water quality to 
environmental justice projects 
aimed at helping poor communi-
ties. According to its website, the 
EPA awards more than $4 billion in 
funding for grants and other assis-
tance agreements per year. That 
funding is currently and indefi-
nitely on hold, which creates a 
widespread air of apprehension.

Scient is ts ,  s ta te / local 
officials, universities and even 
Native American tribes are 
often recipients of these grants, 

and a lack of funding would 
stymie this critical research.

The EPA’s media blackout 
means that it cannot contact media 
or issue press releases or post 
anything on an official social media 
account without express permis-
sion of the Office of Administra-
tion and Resources Management. 

This is particularly trou-
bling, especially if one considers 
the near future of the EPA: the 
man currently poised to head the 
agency, Scott Pruitt, is a firm disbe-
liever of climate change (some-
thing that the EPA is responsible 
for researching extensively). He 
has also sued the EPA 13 times. . 

This gag order 
could severely 
limit the EPA’s 
ability to serve the 
public.

If it is in place for much 
longer, this gag order could 
severely limit the EPA’s ability 
to serve the public: the media 
blackout means that the Trump 
administration can pick and choose 
what information is released to the 
public, and there would be no way 
to hold these people accountable. 

In addition to releasing 
“alternative facts” (that the EPA 
cannot dispute), it does not make 
sense for a person in the Office 
of Administration and Resources 

Management (whose expertise is 
presumably not environmental 
science) to be releasing infor-
mation about the environment. 
Logically, the person responsible 
for dispensing this information 
should have some kind of envi-
ronmental science education. 

Even worse, Mr. Trump and 
his administration may choose 
not to release any new informa-
tion at all (a scenario that seems 
increasingly likely as we see 
the animosity between the press 
and the Trump administration). 

The environment is some-
thing that concerns all people of 
this world, regardless of location, 
citizenship, or political status. 
We should have access to the 
assessments of qualified scientists 
regarding the environment. Only 
by creating an informed public 
can America truly make the best 
decisions. Ultimately, these orders 
shake the very foundation of what 
science is supposed to be. Research 
should not be bent or twisted to fit a 
school of thought; hypotheses and 
theories should arise from research. 

Furthermore, scientists 
should always be able to release 
all of their findings, as well as their 
procedures, as retesting experi-
ments is a cornerstone of science. 

Impeding the process of 
research slows the flow of prog-
ress, and when the research is 
on matters as important as our 
extremely fragile environment, 
it is imperative that the EPA 
be able to release their work.

KO Spaces:
Answers to December 
Crossword Puzzle
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Attendance at winter musical should 
not be mandatory for students 
by Jack Antico ’17

Disclaimer: This is in no 
way an attack on the wonderful 
productions put on the KO 
Creative Arts Department, but 
rather a criticism of the manda-
tory attendance of such events.

I’ll repeat it one more time: 
The winter musical shouldn’t 
be mandatory, for a multitude of 
reasons. Other sporting events 
– and the play is considered a 
sport – aren’t mandatory. In prac-
tice, the play isn’t really manda-
tory, and students who don’t want 
to be there disrupt the musical, 
making it worse for everybody.

The winter musical is 
considered a sport, which, quite 
hilariously, people both on and off 
the musical cast deny. As such, no 
sporting event other than the winter 
musical has mandatory attendance. 

And yes, some might argue 
that the musical is not a sporting 
event but rather a musical and 
artistic extracurricular activity. 
This notion is incorrect because 

the the musical is an event put 
on by a sports group, thereby 
making it a sporting event.

 Furthermore, even if one 
denies it is a sporting event, it 
is still unfair to prioritize the 
art form of musicals over the 
art form of other performances, 
such as taking penalty kicks, or 
returning punts. And if you deny 
that sports is an art (yes, I’m 
looking at you Meryl Streep criti-
cizing Mixed Martial Arts as not 
being an art), then you’re wrong. 

If one were to then say, well 
sports aren’t a musical art form, 
I’d respond by saying the acapella 
and wind ensemble performances 
are, yet they are not mandatory.

 I also understand that one 
would make the argument that the 
musical only has one “game,” thus 
it should be an exception to the rule. 
This, however, is quite invalid as 
other sports have one big “game” 
whether is be a championship foot-
ball game or a final track meet, 
yet these too are not mandatory. 

Another reason why the 

school musical should be made 
officially not optional is that it 
practically is. At least one out 
of every five Wyverns skips the 
musical, and that’s a low estimate. 
How would I know this? Well, 
a) from looking at the crowd at 
the musical and noticing that 
it’s never as full as all-school 
assemblies, which already have 
a good amount of kids missing, 
and b) from the years that I may 
not have attended, I see a bunch 
of kids not at the musical, either 
in the locker room getting ready 
for their sports or just hanging out 
around KO, in the library or in CT. 

I understand that some 
would argue that  teachers 
should just be more strict, but 
they are trying this approach 
right now, and it doesn’t work. 

Plus, if students don’t want 
to be there, they can just say they 
are going to the bathroom and not 
come back or just say they have 
a doctor’s appointment and leave. 

Two other small yet impor-
tant reasons is that by having 

the school play be mandatory, 
it forces kids like me to come to 
the school musical even though 
I don’t want to. (I hate musi-
cals. KO, it’s not you,\; it’s me). 

This leads to kids like 
me more likely to go on their 

phones, take excessive trips to 
the bathroom and water fountain 
to go on their phones, and talk to 
their classmates. This makes the 
overall experience for everyone 
else worse because my being 
on my phone or talking to my 
friends distracts attentive audi-
ence members, and every time I 
get up to go the water fountain or 
bathroom, everyone else in my row 
has to get up, which is just terrible. 

The second reason is that, by 
forcing kids to go who don’t want to 
go, it can build resentment between 
the arts staff and athletes, which 
isn’t good for anyone. Kids think 
“Wow the lead actor is why I can’t 
leave this place,” and that damages 
our vital sense of community.

So  compromise  wi th 
me: How about we make it so 
that freshman have to go to the 
musical, and you take strict atten-
dance so everyone shows up, 
getting a taste of the musical. 
Then this exposes them in some 
sense while still remaining fair 
to other sports. Everybody wins!

On Saturday, Jan. 21, 2017, 
at least three million people in 60 
different countries marched for 
equality for all. There was the 
main group in Washington, D.C., 
with over half a million people; the 
crowds got so big that the group 
had to split up and the crowd went 
along different streets, chanting and 
holding signs, until they rejoined. 

Not only did this take 
place in the capital, but the 
women’s marches also happened 
in all 50 states, and as far away 
as Kenya, Peru, Thailand, and 
Belgium. I even found a picture 
of a crew on a boat in Paradise 
Bay, Antarctica, holding up signs.

It was the largest protest 
in U.S. history, yet there were 
no arrests; that is commendable. 
However, there was at least one 
big disagreement when an anti-
abortion group showed up with 
big banners; they were booed and 
it was made clear that they were 
not welcome within the hordes 
of marchers (who support the 
right for a women to do what she 
thinks is right with her body).

Many people made signs; 
quite a few in different coun-
tries were also in their native 
languages. All had colorful, 
inspiring, and clever messages. A 
few personal favorites are: “My 
rights are not up for grabs, and 
neither am I,” “Equality hurts no 
one,” “We want a world where 
equality is a reality, not an objec-

tive” (I translated that one from 
Spanish), and “Girls with dreams 
become women with visions.”

The crowds comprised 
all genders and ages; there 
were small kids, teenagers, 
adults, and even people old 
enough to be grandparents. 

S e v e r a l  s o u r c e s 
agreed that it seemed like a 
rather small percentage of 
marchers were not Caucasian. 

In particular, the conser-
vative articles that I read on this 
topic noted that the majority of 
the event was white women; 
however, there were many 
people of all colors marching too. 

These people said that 
they hoped protests and move-
ments could become even more 
diverse, that people of all races 
would in the future join in when 
fighting for anyone’s rights. 

Even an article I read by a 
white woman who attended the 
march said that she recognized that 
white women need to start standing 
up more for women of color.

 The event, though dubbed 
only the Women’s March, chal-
lenged Donald Trump and the 
misogyny, racism, xenophobia, 
and homophobia that he stands 
for. It was a march for women’s 
rights, but the reason they marched 
was to protest what he has planned, 
be it taking away abortion rights, 
ignoring climate change, not 
letting in immigrants, or giving 
fewer basic rights to queer people. 

The march was to show 

Women’s March 
works wonders
by Elise Gendrich ’19

Even if one denies 
it is a sporting 
event, it is still 
unfair to priori-
tize the art form of 
musicals over the 
art form of other 
performances, 
such as taking 
penalty kicks, or 
returning punts. 

that people everywhere in 
America proudly want to uphold 
our morals and values, despite 
what the leadership may feel.

Some may think that 
Trump won’t listen to anyone, 
but it certainly made a state-
ment for millions to protest in 
the capital, around the country, 
and around the world the 
day after he came into office. 

The purpose of this protest 
was, most of all, to show that 
the new cabinet and its aims will 
not go unnoticed, and will not 
be met with tranquility, forced 
submission, and silent acceptance.

Cellphone rules 
out-of-date
continued from page 4

takes less than three seconds.  
Devices are extremely accessible 
because students always carry 
their phones in their backpacks.  

Cell phones save money.  
For instance, rather than buying 
a French-to-English dictionary 
translator book for $9.99 at Barnes 
& Noble, a language student can 
access a free dictionary trans-
lator app on his or her cell phone.  
Additionally, a student can buy a 
$2 graphing calculator app rather 
than a TI-84 Plus Graphing Calcu-
lator for $118.99 at Best Buy.

Phones transform into 

useful tools with many func-
tions, which is the most important 
reason teachers frequently ask 
students to whip out their phones.  

Students can solve arith-
metic calculations, plot points 
on graphing calculator apps, and 
translate words on portable phones.

I request that KO change 
the rule so students can explore 
their academic learning on 
phones.  Let the teachers, not the 
Handbook, decide when students 
can use devices responsibly.

Those 24 students who took 
out their phone were violating 
rules when they should not have 
been. It is time for a new rule.

Cartoon by Tom Betts ’19.
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Students win big at Model U.N.
by Benjamin Small ‘19

From Thursday Jan.19, to 
Sunday Jan. 22, 47 KO students 
participated in the 43rd Yale 
Model United Nations Confer-
ence (YMUN) in New Haven.

KO Students represented 
Russia, the United Kingdom, 
Egypt, Mauritania, Ukraine, 
and Saudi Arabia in 19 different 
committees, each simulating a 
part of the real United Nations.  

KO has participated in 
YMUN for the past 14 years.  Each 
year, KO has won at least one award. 
This year, KO students won six.

Junior Olivia Rossi won 
Best Delegate, representing 
Russia in the Arab League; junior 
Hannah Bash won Honorable 
Mention, representing Mauritania 
in the same committee. Olivia 
and Hannah were discussing the 
refugee crisis and educational 
opportunities in the Arab world.

Senior Ariba Memon won 
Outstanding Delegate, repre-
senting the United Kingdom in 
the UN Security Council; junior 
Adam Ovian was awarded a verbal 
commendation for representing 
Egypt in the same committee. 
Ariba and Adam were examining 
the situation in Turkey and the 
issues surrounding cyber security.

Senior Alec Rossi and soph-
omore Ben Small both won Verbal 
Commendations in the Press Corps, 
which provided media coverage 

Seniors assigned 
lunch duty

Tuesday, Jan. 17, marked 
the day seniors commenced 
lunch duty. Like other students 
assigned lunch duty, seniors must 
wipe down and clear tables, push 
in chairs, and sweep the floors.  

The  l a s t  t ime  lunch 
duty was required for Upper 
School students was in the 
2014-15 school year, when the 
current seniors were freshmen. 

Lunch duty was revived 
for  the 2016-2017 school 
year, and, this past fall, soph-
o m o r e s  h a d  l u n c h  d u t y.

Dean of Students William 
Gilyard said seniors were selected 
for lunch duty so students could 
have lunch duty twice during their 
KO years. “I picked sophomores 
for the fall and seniors for the spring 
because it was the least stressful 
times,” he said. “For seniors the 
college applications are done and, 
while they still have their senior 
thesis, it’s their least busiest time.” 

Seniors expressed various 
views on having lunch duty again. 
“I think we should all get our 
turn, but juniors and sophomores 
would be better so it doesn’t fall on 
seniors who have so much going 
on,” senior Abby McGuire said.

Some students said they 
do not like the duty at all. Senior 
Lauren McPherson said she 
had lunch duty as a freshman 

by Taline Norsigian ‘19 and did not enjoy it then. She 
said she still doesn’t enjoy it.

S e n i o r  Ry a n  A l b a -
nesi questioned why seniors 
were chosen for lunch duty. 

“I don’t really get why 
seniors have to do it,” he said. 
“We’re the busiest out of all the 
other grades. I’ve been clearing 
my plate for the past seven years. 
I don’t get why other people 
can’t pick up after themselves.”

But other seniors who have 
completed a lunch duty this year 
said lunch duty was not a burden.

“ [ L u n c h  d u t y ]  w a s 
fine. I cleared tables, and it 
didn’t take that long,” senior 
Noah  Hawks-Ladds  sa id .

Senior Jack Berry agreed. 
“I think it’s good to help the 
kitchen staff, even if it’s just by 
pushing in chairs,” he said. “As 
seniors, we should be able to 
give back to the community.” 

Mr. Gilyard said students 
should contribute to commu-
nity. “Seniors sometimes think, 
because they’re seniors, they don’t 
have to participate in this commu-
nity, but that’s not true,” he said.

Form Six Dean Ronald 
Garcia  said i t ’s  good for 
seniors to clean up. “I think 
to lead is to serve,” he said.

Typically students are 
assigned lunch duty only once a 
year. So for most seniors, it will 
be their last time doing the job.

of all the committees at YMUN.
“Model UN immerses 

students in world affairs – current 
and historical,” said history teacher 
and Model UN Advisor Stacey 
Savin.  “There is [also] the oppor-
tunity to meet and interact with 
students from all over the world.  It’s 
a highly interactive conference.”

Students said that they 

learned a lot of international poli-
tics from YMUN. “I really like 
public speaking and politics and 
[YMUN] has a really good form 
of debate,” said Ariba.  “They have 
moderated caucus, and they have 
unmoderated caucus, both explore 
different aspect of negotiation.”

Ms. Savin said that MUN 
offers students the ability to 

assume different perspectives. 
“You [as a delegate] inhabit the 
role of a country,” she said. “You 
have to adapt your perspectives 
on a many different issues.”  

Students said they had a 
variety of reactions to winning 
awards. “I was surprised,” said 
Ariba. “I had a lot of fun, and 
that was enough of a reward, and 

I learned a lot about politics. It 
was nice to be recognized though, 
as I did put a lot of research in.”

Hannah said that she too was 
surprised. “I was quite shocked 
honestly,” she said. “But obvi-
ously [I was] very happy. It defi-
nitely encouraged me to speak 
more in the next conference.”

Others agreed. “It was 
really nice,” said Adam. “Since 
we spend so much time in our 
committees every day, it makes 
it feel worth it, to be recognized.” 

Adam said he really likes 
MUN. “Since I really enjoyed the 
program, it seemed like some-
thing I should try out,” he said. 
“Last year was my first year, I 
was a sophomore, and I loved it.  
I decided to come back this year 
and I was able to be in the Security 
Council, which was really cool.”

Students said that MUN 
has given them confidence. 
“I’m not very good at public 
speaking, and I thought [MUN] 
would bring me out of my 
shell a little bit,” said Hannah.

Hannah said in her past 
years at YMUN, she was in 
larger committees and did not 
speak a lot.  However, this year 
she said, she was in a smaller 
committee and spoke much more 
often. “The smaller committee 
really made me feel much more 
encouraged to speak,” she said.

Delegates are now preparing  
for KO’s middle school conference.Model UN students getting ready to leave. Photo by Director of Communications and Marketing Jacqueline Pisani.

A t  a n  a s s e m b l y  o n 
Wednesday, Jan. 25, Parent 
Association President Heather 
Clifford announced that several 
stores in Blue Back Square will 
offer KO students discounts and 
special offers on their products.

The participating institu-
tions are the Green Teahouse, 
Goldberg’s Gourmet, NoRA 
Cupcake, Ooh La La Boutique, 
Potbelly Sandwich and Blo Blow 
Dry Bar, said Mrs. Clifford.

“Most of the stores are 
doing a 10 percent discount 
off items,” said Mrs. Clifford. 
“However, Potbelly Sandwich is 
doing a free cookie or soft drink 
with a meal, and Blo is doing 
a complimentary braid with a 
blow out until the end of April.”  

Mrs. Clifford’s efforts 
have been met with very positive 
responses from students.  “I think 
the discounts are really awesome,” 
said freshman Aidan O’Loughlin.  
“Especially the ones to Potbelly, 
because I know a lot of KO 
students frequent [that restaurant].”

Mrs. Clifford said that 
the program seeks to estab-
lish bonds with the community.  

“The relationship is mutu-
ally beneficial because the 
students receive the discounts 
and gain a feeling of being 
part of a larger community,” 

said Mrs. Clifford. “The stores 
benefit from the increased 
foot traffic to their business.”

Students said that they 
would be more likely to go to the 
stores that are taking part in the 
program.  “I’ll probably go [to the 
participating stores] more often, 
knowing there is a discount,” 
said sophomore Amy Mistri.

Others said they agreed.  
“I think it’s great that KO is 
emulating the system that 
many colleges have, of getting 
a discount when [presenting] 
an ID,” said senior Alec Rossi. 

Students must present 
their student IDs to receive the 
discounts and special offers.  
Mrs. Clifford said that students 
who had lost their IDs should 
contact EB Taylor Photography. 

“There is a possibility 
for expansion [of the program], 
but for now it will be nice to 
keep it small and see how it 
works out,” said Mrs. Clifford.

Students said they were 
excited for the possibility of future 
expansion. “I think they should 
get one at Crate and Barrel,” 
said sophomore Ben Poluios.

Some students reported 
that the discount wasn’t availible 
as of Thursday, Jan. 26. Anyone 
looking to shop at stores with 
the discount, should check with 
the manager first to see if it is in 
effect, before buying anything.  

Student discounts 
come to Blue Back
by Benjamin Small ‘19 Participating  Stores:

        
    The GreenTeahouse
       
          Goldberg’s  
          Bagel Cafe

       NoRA Cupcake

          Ooh La La 
            Boutique

Non-monetary 
discounts:

Potbelly 
Sandwich:

Free cookie or 
fountain drink 

(w/ meal)

Blo Blow 
Dry Bar:

Free braid 
 w/ blowout (until 
the end of April)
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JA panelists offer career advice

After a $500,000 donation 
by Michael Roberts ‘59 created 
a Leadership Center at KO, the 
Center sponsored its first event 
Friday, Jan. 27, when it hosted 
a Junior Achievement assembly 
featuring a panel of four busi-
ness professionals who work 
in the Greater Hartford Area. 

They shared their experiences  
and advice with the Upper School.

The business professionals 
offered tips and tricks about 
interviews, thoughts about how 
to get a lot out of a first job, and 
insight into the skills they have 
developed over the course of their 
time in the workforce that have 
been important in their careers. 

As KO students apply to 
college and begin to think about 
their preparation for the workforce,  
the assembly afforded students an 
opportunity to learn from seasoned 
veterans about how to choose a 
career and how to succeed in it. 

One topic that all  of 
the panelists  agreed upon 
was the advantage of having 
a mentor or guide through 
the beginning of your career. 

“Mentors are wonderful 
to find. Mentors will understand 
you and tell you what you need. 
Your first job may not be perfect, 

by Adam Ovian ’18

but it’s all about how you react 
to it,” said Lou Golden, a former 
Hartford Courant editor and exec-
utive and the former Director of 
Education for Junior Achieve-
ment of Southwest New England.

Others on the panel agreed. 
“I had many unofficial mentors 
who taught me the unwritten 
rules of the work environment. 
If you don’t understand the 
politics and nuance, you won’t 
succeed,” said Eric Judge, a finan-
cial advisor for Edward Jones.

T h e  p a n e l i s t s  a l s o 
discussed their  f i rs t  jobs.

Karen Jarmoc, a former 
state representative and now 
CEO of the Connecticut Coali-
tion Against Violence and a KO 
parent, said that her first job was 
working as a reporter for a local 
newspaper, “I did everything. I 
wrote features, covered meetings, 
took photos,” she said. She said 
working at the paper taught her the 
skills she needed when she began 

to move up the ladder. “It was 
the foundation for the next step.”

The panel also had some 
advice about their first interviews. 
Ann Marie Labreck, senior vice 
president of corporate sustain-
ability at The Hartford, shared 
concerns about social media 
and the importance of one-on 
-one conversation, “Be careful 
what you’re posting. There’s 
nothing that replaces face-to-face 
contact,” she said. 

Toward the end of the event 
the speakers gave encouragement 
to students starting out, “You have 
to take the initiative. I asked, ‘What 

else can I do?’ ‘How can I help?’ 
Taking initiative is key. Say, ‘I 
have an idea,’ said Mr. Golden. Ms. 
LaBreck added, “Do everything 
you do at 100 percent. Deliver.”

The panel closed with 

Lemkuil continues Teen 
Trivia Night tradition
by Haley Gervino ’18

Students from KO and 
several other schools will 
compete in the fourth annual 
Teen Trivia Night from 6:30 
p.m. to 10 p.m. on Friday, 
March 3, in the KO cafeteria. 

Proceeds from the event 
will be donated to the Connecticut 
Brain Tumor Alliance (CBTA)

Each competing team of 
eight students will try to answer 
trivia questions devised by KO 
teachers about sports, enter-
tainment, movies, geography, 
academics and other categories. 

F o r m  T h r e e  D e a n 
David Baker and Form Two 
Dean Jim Weeks will serve 
as  emcees  for  the  event . 

The prizes for the winners 
will be $60 per person for 
first place, $40 per person for 
second, and a reimbursement 
of the $20 entry fee to each 
member of the third-place team. 

“There will be tons of 
music and food provided by 
Naples Pizza, California Pizza 
Kitchen, and A.C. Petersen Farms 
to those who attend the event,” 
said freshman Emily Lemkuil, 
who is organizing the event. 

She said that half of the 
proceeds will go towards the prizes 
and half will go to the CBTA.

“My brothers Austin and 
Andrew created this when they 
were sophomores and raised 

money for the CBTA,” Emily 
said. “Almost 10 years ago my 
mom collapsed on the way to 
taking me to school and was 
diagnosed with a stage-two brain 
tumor. She went through two 
surgeries and joined this group.”

The overall mission of the 
Connecticut Brain Tumor Alliance, 
Emily said, is to promote aware-
ness, provide hope and support for 
those living with this disease, and 
to raise money for funding new 
equipment and research so that 
maybe one day they can find a cure. 

The group holds other 
fund-raising events such as a 
golf tournament, a “Gala for 
Hope,” and a comedy show 
called “Laughter on the Brain,” 
as well as community-based 
events such as Teen Trivia Night. 

Emi ly  desc r ibed  the 
proceedings of the trivia event: 
“Each question is one round,” she 
said, “and as a group you come up 
with an answer and write it down. 
Then someone either collects the 
paper or you hand it in to Mr. Baker 
who then puts it on his computer.”

Emily said Mr. Gilyard 
and Mr. Baker have been very 
helpful in setting everything up. 

“They have helped me and 
my parents [and] have done a lot 
as well to help me continue this 
event,” she said. “Mr. Baker is my 
advisor, which is extremely benefi-
cial to helping me stay on track.”

In addition to KO students, 

teams of students from Northwest 
High Catholic High School, Conard 
High School, and Loomis Chaffee 
School will also participate.

“It’s exciting to have other 
schools come to Trivia Night 
because then we get to see our 
friends from different schools 
and have the chance to meet new 
people,” junior Noah Gibson said. 

Noah added, “I’m also really 
knowledgeable with all things 
sports, so it should be a swell time.”

Several KO students said 
they are very excited about the 
event. “I think that the Connecticut 
Brain Tumor Alliance is a great 
organization” said  senior Alec 
Rossi. “I think the Teen Trivia Night 
will be a great way to contribute 
to this very worthy cause.” 

Senior Tara Kilkenny said 
that she agreed. “I am excited 
to have fun trivia competition, 
and I think it’s awesome that it 
will benefit a great cause,” she 
said. “ I am putting together a 
team with people in all areas 
of expertise, so I think that the 
night will be competitive.”

Senior Ryan Albanesi, 
who has attended the event in 
the past, said he was impressed 
by it. “The night was so well 
organized,” he said. “You could 
tell how much work  the whole 
Lemkuil family put into the event.”

Ryan added that he is 
looking forward to participating 
in the event again this year. 

Renovations for 
Commons delayed
by Lian Wolman ’19

T h e  r e n o v a t i o n  o f 
Commons, a gathering area under 
Alumni Hall into a new Student 
Leadership Center and Math and 
Writing Center, originally sched-
uled for completion by the begin-
ning of the second semester, may 
not be finished until shortly before 
spring break, Associate Head 
of School Natalie Demers said.  

Attributing this change in the 
completion schedule to logistical 
problems, Ms. Demers said that 
the renovation process takes time 
and has gone through many design 
plans, so there has not been any 
actual delay, given that the space 
will still be renovated this winter. 

Director of  Facil i t ies 
Larry Marciano said that the 
physical renovations, which will 
include new LED lighting and 
windows, have been finished 
since before Thanksgiving. 

The new windows have been 
installed, allowing the air temper-
ature to be controlled a lot more 
efficiently, he said. “The ground 
work has been done; now it’s just 
a matter of furnishing it,” he said.

The company that will be 
furnishing the new Leadership 
Center and Math and Writing 
center, Red Thread, also furnished 
the recently-renovated lower 
level of Roberts and the yet-to-be 
completed hospitality room in the 
new multipurpose field house that is 

taking the space of the old ice rink.
The programs to be provided 

by the leadership center for 
the Middle and Upper School, 
which will be called “The Henry 
R. and Margaret E. Roberts 
Center for Leadership,” are also 
in the developmental stages. 

The plan for this program 
has developed over the last six 
months, and is still evolving, 
said Director of Institutional 
Advancement Randy Stabile. 

This program’s purpose, 
he said, is to provide all students, 
not just those with actual titles 
like captain of a sports team, 
with leadership skills for the 
future, which will help students 
in college and beyond as they 
begin to enter the workforce.

He said this program 
will be important in adding a 
new and unique element to the 
profile of the school. “We really 
hope that this will be a signature 
program that KO will become 
known for,” Mr. Stabile said.

The leadership program will 
build on what is already in place in 
the KO community, Ms. Demers 
said. “[We will be] continuing 
to work on the programs that 
already exist, and launch the 
new programs,” she said. 

She said that a whole host 
of current KO programs, such 
as VQV and internship oppor-
tunities, also fall under the 
umbrella of leadership training.

“Be careful what 
you’re posting. 
There’s nothing 
that replaces face-
to-face contact.” 
  – Ann Marie  
                 Labreck

“Taking initiative 
is key. Say, ‘I have 
an idea.’”

– Lou Golden

important advice to keep in mind, 
“If the job is not right, you need 
to leave. Look at every job as 
what can I get out of this and 
then move on,” said Mr. Golden.

Mr. Judge talked about 
looking at every job from a learning 
perspective, “You’re all going to 
have many different careers. Learn 
how to take your skill set and 
apply it to many different things. 
I mastered the art of taking what-
ever skills I had and applying them 
to whatever I did. Be adaptable.”

Students expressed mixed 
reviews about the assembly. 
Senior Brian Gould said that the 
information presented was not 
new to him. “A lot of what they 
said I already knew,” he said. 
“We hear a lot of this advice from 
our college advisors and others.”

Senior Kayla Glemaud 
said that, although she found 
the information useful, she 
didn’t think that all four grades 
were interested in the topics 
presented or anecdotes shared. 

“It was more relevant 
for upperclassmen because we 
have a more concise idea of 
what we want to focus on in the 
future,” she said, “whereas I’m 
not sure the underclassmen took 
the advice to heart because it 
didn’t pertain to them as much. 

Sophomore Benjamin Small 

said that the assembly did not 
offer particularly useful informa-
tion. “I thought that the advice 
that the panelists gave was kind 
of clichéd. It kind of felt like 
they were filling a role by giving 
us what they thought that good 
advice should be, which wasn’t 
necessarily applicable,” he said. 
“I also thought they could have 
been more engaging with students 
as opposed to sort of rambling.” 

“If the job is not 
right, you need 
to leave. Look 
at every job as 
what can I get out 
of this and then 
move on.”

– Lou Golden

In addition to holding a 
resume-writing workshop last 
week, College Advising has 
more career programs planned. A 
presentation on interviewing skills 
will be held on Tuesday, Feb. 7. 
The event is full but students can 
still sign up for the waiting list.
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Behind the scenes with the Caf 
staff; saving lives and environment
by Carolyn McCusker ’17  

 and Hannah Bash ’18

For students and teachers 
at KO, getting lunch could be 
as simple as waiting in line and 
picking out a plate, but for the 
kitchen staff, there’s a lot going 
on behind the scenes to make that 
happen smoothly, tastily and safely. 

To ensure the safety of 
everyone coming to the cafeteria 
for food, the kitchen staff takes 
extra care to inform people of 
the ingredients in their food and 
keep common allergens from 
contaminating other dishes. 

SAGE Team Member 
Jason Hunt described some of 
the precautionary policies the 
kitchen staff follows around 
major allergens. “I have to put on 
a new pair of gloves every time 
I go from one task to another,”  
Mr. Hunt said. “And I have to 
be especially careful with dairy, 
egg, shellfish, and wheat, because 
those are the top allergens here.”

Mr. Hunt said that food  can 
also be safer for students with aller-
gies if the student body is coop-
erative and follows the guidelines 

set by the kitchen staff. Mr. Hunt 
mentioned that, while people are 
not supposed to mix tongs when 
picking up food, some people 
do, which can cross-contami-
nate. “I would like to see people 
not mix the tongs due to aller-
gies,” Mr. Hunt said. “Although 
people pick up whatever tong 
is easiest for them, if I don’t 
catch it, someone could get hurt, 
which I obviously don’t want.”

Food Service Director 
Brian Woerlen said that cross-
contamination is a major concern 
to some families. Therefore, alter-
native lunch options are prepared 
for students with specific or 
severe allergies to ensure that 
everyone is accommodated. 

Mr. Hunt said that some-
times parents email or call, and 
together the chefs come up with 
a different option for the student. 

Mr. Woerlen elaborated, “I 
have a few students who will let 
me know ahead of time if they 
would like something on the 
menu prepared a different way. 
For example, if chicken parmesan 
is on the menu, but they have a 
wheat allergy, we can make them 
chicken without the breading. 
I also have a few students who 
are very concerned with cross-
contamination, so they let me 
know ahead of time which offering 
they’d like, and set them aside.” 

In order to help students 
determine which foods they 
can eat ,  the onl ine menu 
is available to parents and 
students with specific features 
to help them find safe meals.

 “Our online menu shows 
the recipe and has an allergen 
filter so you can see and find 
options before coming to the 
dining hall,” Mr. Woerlen said. 

On the onl ine menu, 
parents or students can click to 
select their allergy from the filter, 
and then menu items containing 
that ingredient will fade from 
black to gray. Meals that remain 
in bolded black are safe to eat. 

Allergens listed include 
wheat, gluten, sesame, egg, fish, 
milk, soy, shellfish, mustard, 
peanuts, tree nuts, and sulphites. 

This filter is extremely 
helpful and accurate, Mr. Woerlen 
said. “The allergen filter is 
reviewed by dietitians at the home 
office [of SAGE Dining],” he said. 

Junior Dakota McMahon is 
allergic to peanuts and  she uses 
the allergen filter on the online 
menu to find food she can eat. 

“I never  feel unsafe  eating 
in the cafeteria because most of 
the foods they make don’t contain 
nuts,” she said. “ Also, I usually use 
the online menu to check for foods 
I can eat before coming to  lunch.”

Senior Sasha Bash  is 
allergic to walnuts, sesame seeds, 
hazelnuts, and almonds. Sasha has 
said that the dining hall staff is 
very accommodating of allergies.  

“Every day I check online to 
see if there are foods that I cannot 
eat. I find this resource very helpful, 
because then I do not have to worry 
about what I am eating,” she said.

In addition to the allergen 
filter, SAGE Dining Services has 
created a dot system so students and 

“I check online 
to see if there 
are foods that I 
cannot eat. I find 
this resource very 
helpful.”

– Sasha Bash

faculty can create a healthy plate. 
This nutritional system 

consists of green, yellow, and 
red dots that show up next to 
each food on the menu. Mr. 
Woerlen said each color repre-
sents certain food categories. 

“Red is for foods that aren’t 
necessarily bad for you, but 
you should eat them in modera-
tion. Yellow is for foods that are 
slightly healthier than red, but 
again should be eaten in modera-
tion. Lastly, green is for healthy 
foods that balance out red and 
yellow,” Mr. Woerlen said. 

For students who are 
gluten free, there is a gluten-
free station behind the salad bar. 

This station includes gluten-
free bread, muffins, and special 
plates. In addition to the options 
put outside the kitchen, there is 
always gluten-free pasta in the 
back available upon request and 
gluten-free pizza on days when 
pizza is served, said Mr. Woerlen. 

One of the students at KO 
who doesn’t eat gluten is senior 
Lauren McPherson. She said that 

“Although people 
pick up whatever 
tong is easiest for 
them, if I don’t 
catch it, someone 
could get hurt.”

– Jason Hunt 

the options for gluten-free students 
have gotten better in recent years. 

“Eating gluten free at KO 
has become much easier than it 
has been in the past,” she said. 
“They now have a whole station 
with bread, bagels, and muffins! 
I don’t find that eating gluten 
free at KO is that difficult.”

SAGE Team Member Mai 
Marques said that she believes 
we have good options here for 
students who have a gluten 
allergy because she has heard no 
complaints. In addition, she said 
that Mr. Woerlen is always looking 
to buy new gluten-free items. 
“If there is something someone 
wants, Brian is very accommo-
dating,” she said. “Also, if there’s 
something new on the market 
Brian will always try and get it.” 

This year the KO cafe-

“If there is some-
thing someone 
wants, Brian 
[Woerlen] is very 
accommodating.”

– Mai Marques

teria has added a composting 
bin after suggestions and plan-
ning from senior Rose Esselstyn.

 The kitchen staff had 
been composting in the kitchen 
before this change, but now KO 
students and teachers are able 
to compost “post-consumer” 
waste, such as food scraps, 
fruit peels and paper napkins, 
in a bin next to the trash cans.

Rose said that this change 
has allowed KO to significantly 
help the environment. “The 
composting has helped turn KO 
from a school that generated lots of 
waste, to a school that has tremen-
dously decreased the amount of 
waste we produce,”  she said. 

The change has also been 
a practical step for the kitchen 
staff, who use the soil made 
from composting for the new 
school garden. “The composting 
outside has created less garbage 
to take out at the end of the 
day, and we use it for soil in 
the garden,” Mr. Woerlen said.

Rose said she is excited 
to use the soil in the garden in 
the upcoming spring as well. 
“We haven’t seen the benefits 
of composting yet because the 
garden is in winter mode, but 
the compost is making soil that 
will be put into the raised beds 
to grow more vegetables, which 
will go to the caf,” she  said. 

KO i s  no t  the  on ly 
school in the area taking steps 

“The allergen 
filter is reviewed 
by dietitians at the 
home office [of 
Sage Dining].”

– Brian Woerlen

Clarification: 
A graphic accompanying the Under the Radar story in the December 
issue of the KO News was misleading. It depicted three sweat-
shirts, sold by the bookstores at KO, Choate Rosemary Hall and 
Loomis Chaffee, respectively, with price tags affixed to them. 
This seemed to imply that the price on each tag referred to the 
cost of the sweatshirt alone. In fact, the price on each tag referred 
to the total cost of four items  – the least expensive sweatshirt, 
pom-pom hat, short-sleeve shirt and pair of mid-calf socks avail-
able at each store. The graphic should have depicted all four 
items. The KO News apologizes for not making this clearer.

to make its cafeteria more 
env i ronmenta l ly  f r i end ly. 

Choate Rosemary Hall 
also has a system in place to 
compost all food and napkins 
from its dining hall, as well 
as the disposable plates, cups, 
and dinnerware used at picnics. 

Choate also eliminated trays 
at their dining hall, which Choate 
claims has saved about one-third 
of a gallon of water per tray, cuts 
back on energy use, and reduces 
the amount of detergents being 

Sage Dining provides students with allergies-alternative food options every 
day. Gluten-Free zones are also provided. Photo by Shelby Fairchild ’17.

 Senior Rose Esselstyn’s efforts to institute post-consumer composting has 
been successful and will benefit KO’s garden. Photo by Shelby Fairchild ’17.

released into the environment.
All these changes have 

not come at the expense of 
the high-quali ty food and 
amazing dining experience we 
have come to expect at KO.

 Although these accomo-
dations for students and faculty 
members with allergies and dietary 
restrictions may be unknown to 
many, the kitchen staff works hard 
every day to ensure the cafeteria is 
a safe environment for everyone.    
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A poem by freshman Esha 
Kataria has been selected as a 
winner in the 19th Annual National 
High School Poetry Contest and 
will be published in an anthology 
titled “Inside of Me” in late March.

Esha’s poem, titled “Why Is 
Up, Down?,” was one of 100 poems 
recognized, representing just two 
percent of the approximately 5,000 
poems submitted to the contest.

The Live Poets Society 
of New Jersey sponsors the 

contest in cooperation with 
The National Poetry Quarterly.

The  con te s t  webs i t e 
describes the anthology in which 
Esha’s poem will be published as 
a “meaningful study of introspec-
tive poems written by teenagers 
for teenagers, which explores what 

Esha’s poetry reflects life’s ups, downs
 by Ishaa Sohail ’20

goes on inside the heads of today’s 
teens in those quiet moments 
when the outside distractions are 
finally turned down and one is 
alone with one’s own thoughts.”

Esha said that her moti-
vation and thoughts behind 

writing this poem pertained to 
her observations of common 
themes  among teenagers .  

“ I  not ice  people  my 
age, including myself, getting 
carried away with everything 
that’s happening around us in 
our everyday lives,” she said.  
“We often don’t think about 
what we are doing and why we 
are doing it.  For me this poem 
is about being aware of that.”

Esha expressed these 
themes in these lines of the 
poem: “Up is down when right 
is left / And never is always and 
always is sometimes / And the 
truth is a lie and lies are good.”  

Esha said she thinks 
it is extremely important to 
be self-aware about different 
things that people go through. 

 “We let ourselves get carried 
away in the wave of school, stress, 
grades, friendships, relationships, 
and sports,” she said.  “We give no 
time to ourselves for reflection.”

English teacher Michelle 
Schloss described Esha as an 
extremely curious and indepen-
dent student who likes to experi-
ment with different writing styles.  

“It’s really interesting how 
she notices patterns,” she said.  
“Her formal writing is very orga-
nized and detailed. She likes to 

pick apart different parts of the 
text.  It seems to me that she enjoys 
playing with language in litera-
ture in unconventional ways.  As 
her English teacher, I notice that 
happening in her formal work.” 

Ms. Schloss said that some 
of the strongest points of Esha’s 
writing include her clear sense 
of direction and opinion with her 
voice, and that Esha knows what 
she wants to focus on and articulate. 

Esha said she chose the title 
of her poem, “Why Is Up, Down?” 
because up and down are opposites.  

Freshman poet Esha Kataria was recognized . Photo by Shelby Fairchild ’17.

 “I feel that poetry 
is a beautiful way 
to express myself, 
and my favorite 
thing about it is 
that it can have 
so many different 
meanings for 
different people.”         
     – Esha Kataria 

 

“I feel like my poem is really 
just answering that specific ques-
tion,” she said. “One moment 
we are happy, content, and think 
that we are on the right track.  
The next we are sad. Everyone 
feels down and not into it at 
some point; hormones do play 
a role in this. But I believe that 
it’s mainly our level of mindful-
ness and self-awareness that can 
help us get out of that funk.” 

Freshman Alyssa Pilecki, 
one of Esha’s friends, said that 
Esha is both cheerful and diligent. 

“Esha is very optimistic and 
encouraging towards other people 
and herself,” Alyssa said. “She 
consistently works hard at whatever 
she does and puts her mind to it.” 

Esha said she started writing 
poetry just last year and that her 
passion for it sparked when she 
was able to get her thoughts 
out into words and assemble 
them according to her aesthetic.  

She said that she is better 
at writing than she is at speaking, 
and that she absolutely loves 
writing in every single aspect. 

“I feel that poetry is a beau-
tiful way to express myself, and 
my favorite thing about it is that it 
can have so many different mean-
ings for different people,” she said.  
“I truly love how it is so personal.” 

Choral Expo sets the stage
Nine KO vocal ensem-

bles performed for a packed 
Roberts Theater audience during 
the annual Choral Expo from 7 
p.m. to 9 p.m. on Friday, Jan. 6. 

The ensemble groups, 
directed by creative arts teachers 
David Baker and Steve Mitchell, 
were Cantabile, F2B, Octopipers, 
Upper Prep Choraliers, Concert 
Choir, Voce Novissima, Outlook, 
Oxfordians, and Crimson 7. 

Each group performed 
two to three pieces and the 
combined choirs presented three 
pieces, for a total of 23 songs. 

Musical highlights of the 
concert included “Dancing Queen” 
performed by the Octopipers 
and “Stand by Me” performed 
by Crimson 7 with a solo by 
freshman Matthew Marottolo.  

T h e  C o n c e r t  C h o i r 
performed three pieces: “Come 
Ye Sons of Art,” featuring 
t rumpeters  senior  Connor 
O’Loughlin and freshman Aidan 
O’Loughlin,  “Come Sweet 
Death,” and “Do Not Pass Me By.” 

This year’s Choral Expo 
featured several changes from 
previous years.  Mr. Baker said the 
concert was presented three weeks 
earlier than last year’s performance 
in order for the concert to take 
place during the first semester and 
to give more time for singers to 
prepare for the Wyvern Invitational 
A Cappella Festival, which is now 
at the end of January, instead of 
the first week, as it was last year. 

Mr. Mitchell also revised 
this year’s program to enable the 
concert to run more smoothly, with 

fewer transitions and gaps between 
performances. Performing the same 
number of songs and repertoire, 
this year’s Choral Expo was 30 to 
40 minutes shorter than last year’s. 

“We have a new chorus 
teacher named Mr. Mitchell and he 
is doing a great job,” sophomore 
Olivia Coxon said. “He teaches 
all of the Middle School choirs 
as well as Voce, Oxfordians, and 
Concert Choir. Even though this 
is a lot to take on, he does it with 
passion and energy, and his hard 
work really showed at the Expo.” 

Another innovation was 
having three combined songs this 
year with all of the Middle School 
and Upper School singers, rather 
than just one or two combined 
songs, as in previous years.

Senior Celia Jarmoc said 
that her favorite part about 
the Choral Expo was being 
able to combine and collabo-
rate with each of the groups.  

“Considering all of the choirs 
combined [to] open and close the 
performance, it gave a great sense 
of community to everyone,” she 
said.  “When we sang, ‘The Musi-
cians’ and ‘Pass Me Not,’ we 
really came together. We were 
also able to show our parents how 
much fun we have all together.” 

But Celia acknowledged 
that being so close together on the 
stage did create a few problems for 
the singers. “We were so jammed 
packed when we were all on the 
stage,” she said.  “We would have 
been able to do more if everyone 
had more breathing room.” 

O v e r a l l ,  M r.  B a k e r 
said he was very pleased by 
the quality of the concert. 

“The ensembles were 
ready to perform,” he said. “It 
was one of the best displays of 
musicianship that our students 
have shown in the last nine 
years that I have been here.” 

Audiences love movie-
musical ‘La La Land’

An effective and enter-
taining blend of music, romance, 
drama, and comedy, “La La Land” 
stunned audiences upon its release 
in theaters on Saturday, Dec. 9.  

Written and directed by 
Damien Chazelle, the film incor-
porates beautiful shots of Los 
Angeles scenery paired with a 
acclaimed screenplay and score, 
making it a truly captivating watch.  
Through the words, actions, and 
emotions of its characters, “La 
La Land” emphasizes themes 
of hope, love, and ambition.

The film follows the lives 
of Mia (Emma Stone), a barista 
and aspiring actress, and Sebas-
tian (Ryan Gosling), a strug-
gling but dedicated jazz pianist.  

Mia first encounters Sebas-
tian in a mutual fit of road rage, 
and later enters a restaurant where 
he is playing the piano, a theme 
played throughout the movie, 
“Mia and Sebastian’s Theme.”  

Though  the i r  i n i t i a l 
contact is brief and some-
what cold, after running into 
each other at a party, Mia and 
Sebastian befriend one another.  

They sing their first song 
together in the scene, “A Lovely 
Night,” looking out on a Cali-
fornia sunset and dancing in 
the road. As the two spend 
more time together, they fall in 
love and become inseparable.

Mia and Sebastian grow very 
close, yet they each have personal 
dreams and aspirations. Mia wishes 
to pursue a career in acting, despite 

her lack of success in auditions; 
her dream is to write and act in 
her own play.  Meanwhile, Sebas-
tian struggles to find work as a 
jazz pianist, performing at various 
places until he finds a more serious 
job. In pursuit of their own goals, 
Mia and Sebastian’s relationship 
changes under new circumstances.

Whi le  fo l lowing  the 
developments of their romance, 
viewers find themselves on an 
intense emotional roller coaster. 
“La La Land” illustrates a discord 
and tension between personal 
initiative and romantic desires.  

In addition, the music 
incorporated throughout the film 
affects the mood of particular 
scenes and is an important element. 

For example, the film 
opens with an expertly choreo-
graphed scene on a traffic-ridden 
highway, with drivers singing 
“Another Day of Sun” to estab-
lish a busy and enthusiastic mood.  
“Epilogue,” however, is a blend of 
the music from the movie and is 
played at the end, creating a senti-
mental feeling before the finale.

In large part, the film has 
been well-received by average 
moviegoers and critics alike, 
receiving many rave reviews.  
Within two months of its release in 
theaters, “La La Land” won seven 
Golden Globe awards, many in 
the musical or comedy category: 
Best Picture, Best Actress, Best 
Actor, Best Director, Best Screen-
play, Best Original Score, and Best 
Original Song, “City of Stars.”  

by Tara Kilkenny ’17

by Ishaa Sohail ’20

Continued on page 12Students in different choral groups perform together. Photo by Ali Meizels ’19.
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Creative arts teacher Greg 
Scranton’s New Media class has 
created “The Decades Project,” a 
visual representation of the past 
century through 1,000 pictures.  

The project is currently on 
display outside the art gallery in 
the lobby of the Roberts Theater.

Each student in the class was 
assigned a decade or time period to 
research and explore. The project 
is intended to be viewed from left 
to right. The left side comprises 
of images from Earth’s origins, 
and travels linearly to the right 
of the project, which contains 
pictures from the present day. 

“What I asked students to do 
first was pick a decade and explore 
and research important dates from 
that era,” Mr. Scranton said. “I 
wanted the kids to have flex-
ibility with their creative control.” 

Each of the 13 students 
found 100 pictures to represent the 
monumental events and important 
people from their chosen decade. 

Anyone  v iewing  the 
work can see that, around 
the 1980s, although the Cold 
War was raging, there was an 
explosion of culture and color.  

“I wanted the kids to see 
what the perception of each 
decade was to the outside world, 
despite what was going on,” Mr. 
Scranton said.  “What’s interesting 
is, if you look at the 20s and 30s, 
there’s a lot of culture and amazing 
things happening, but it gets 
dominated by images of wars.” 

Mr. Scranton said the 

purpose of this project was to learn 
about the world and see the progres-
sion of people, events, inventions, 
and art throughout the decades.  

Sophomore Evan Moore, 
who worked on the 80s portion of 
the panel said, “I researched and 
did the 80’s decade and I learned 
about Steve Jobs and certain 
famous athletes from back then.” 

Junior Tina Reale said 
that it was interesting putting 
together the final product by over-
laying the different photographs.  

“I didn’t realize that it 
would be so difficult to put the 
pictures together in a way that 
they would overlap each other but 
still be visible,” she said. “The 
time period I was assigned was 
2000-2010, which I was alive 
for, but I never knew about so 
many important events because 
I was so young, so it was inter-
esting to learn about events that 
occurred during these years.” 

The students were all able 
to learn about pop culture, major 
historical events, influential people 
of the time, arts, athletics and 
more as they not only researched 
the decades, but also created a 
beautiful art installment. “I really 
enjoyed using Photoshop to put 
all our pictures into the final 
product,” sophomore Jon Fu said. 

“I enjoy walking by the 
‘Decades Project’ picture in 
Roberts and getting a glimpse 
at many different time periods,” 
said senior Alec Rossi.  “I 
think it is a great project.”

Junior Gabrielle Ruban 
echoed this sentiment. “It’s 
really cool to see the distin-
guishing qualit ies of each 
decade combined with those of 
others in one place,” she said.

The “Decades Project” 
is a great representation of 
the hard work and dedica-
tion of New Media students.

Timeless ‘Decades Project’ 
created by media students
by Nell Schwartz ’19

The 11 New Media students worked together under the direction of Mr. 
Scranton to create the “Decades Project.”  Photo by Shelby Fairchild ’17.

After winning first place in 
the Danbury 15th Annual Student 
Concerto Competition, eighth 
grader pianist Prairwaa Madden 
performed on Sunday, Jan. 22 with 
the Danbury Symphony Orchestra 
on the campus of Western 
Connecticut State University.

At the concert, Prairwaa 
played Felix Mendelssohn’s 
“Piano Concerto No. 1 in G minor.” 
Prairwaa will be performing the 
same concerto again with the 
Connecticut Youth Symphony 
on Sunday, March 19, at the 
Lincoln Theater on the campus 
of the University of Hartford.  

But Prairwaa’s musical 
talent does not end there. 

Last year, she was awarded 
the 2016 Music Scholarship 
award sponsored by the First 
Church of Christ, Congrega-
tional, in Glastonbury, an award 
for talented young students 
who are Glastonbury residents. 

This  scholarship wil l 
provide Prairwaa with funds 
for one year of piano studies 
at the Hartt School of Music. 

P r a i r w a a  s a i d  t h a t 
performing with the Danbury 
S y m p h o n y,  w h i l e  c h a l -
lenging, proved very satisfying. 

“I was quite nervous when 
I heard the news because this had 
been my first time performing with 
a full symphony orchestra,” she 
said. “However, when attending 
rehearsals, I became less appre-
hensive because concertos are a 
team effort and very entertaining! 

Overall I was very exhilarated 
and grateful for the opportunity.”

Prairwaa said she began 
taking piano lessons at age six 
and has loved playing ever since. 
Although Prairwaa said music 
is her main passion, she still has 
her eyes on other options as well. 

“I would definitely love to 
[pursue music as a career], but I 
would also like to explore other 
careers as well,” she said. “If I 
were to pursue music, I would 
greatly struggle between choosing 
violin or piano, since I love 
and pursue them both equally.”

In spite of Prairwaa’s stellar 
accomplishments, her teachers 
and friends say that she still 
manages to be a humble, dedi-
cated, and studious musician. 

“She is extremely talented, 
but is very humble and never stops 
taking in advice to improve,” 
said Middle School teacher 
Ya-yi Weng. “Her kindness and 
friendliness to all definitely bring 
a positive influence to KO.”

Prairwaa wins 
concerto contest
by Karlton Gaskin ’19

Prairwaa Madden won first place on 
piano. Photo by Shelby Fairchild ’17.

This year’s Musician of the 
Month, junior David Marottolo, is 
best known for his primary instru-
ments – piano, organ and clarinet.  
But he also plays saxophone, 
keyboard, and mandolin, in addi-
tion to singing and composing. 

David’s favorite instru-
ment is the piano. Although 
he has been playing piano 
since he was 8, he only started 
taking piano lessons last year.  

Largely a  self- taught 
musician, he says that he has 
taught himself instruments 
mostly by sight-reading. “I 
listen to music I want to play 
and I teach myself,” David said.

David says that he is heavily 
involved in composing. He is part 
of the New Haven Symphony 
Young Composer project and 
has written a number of pieces 
for KO and outside groups.  

“My main interest musi-
cally is composing,” he said. 
“I write mostly for instru-
mental and vocal ensemble.”

David plays for the wind 
ensemble and sings in Outlook 
and Crimson 7. Upper School 
Creative Arts Department Chair 
Todd Millen, who is David’s band 
teacher, says that David has a unique 

talent at the high-school level.  
“He thinks about each phrase, 

which is really mature, and he is 
excited to connect to the composer 
and music,” Mr. Millen said.

Mr.  Mil len says that 
David’s greatest trait is humility. 
“It’s never about him. It’s always 
about the music,” Mr. Millen said.

Creative arts teacher David 
Baker, who directs David in 
Outlook and Crimson 7, says 
that David is very curious and 
very passionate about music.  

“He  loves  exp lo r ing 
d i ffe rent  types  of  chora l 
genres ,”  Mr.  Baker  sa id . 

Mr. Baker added that 
David is excellent at staying 
in tune and that he is consid-
erate of dynamic markings.  

“He creates nice choral 
vowel shapes and is a fast 
sight-reader,” Mr. Baker said. 

David says that he tries to 
develop his own style. “The more 
I write, the more I try to move 
away from the typical,” he said.

He said that he plans to 
study composition as a poten-
tial career and that his music 
directors have helped him a lot.  

“I’d say that the music 
directors at KO have encouraged 
me a lot in playing and [they] 
read through my compositions 

and gave feedback,” he said. 
David has written many 

pieces, including as many as 11 
or 12 compositions which he 
describes as “mature works.”  

“I have music playing in 
my head and something will just 
stick in my head,” David said.  
“Something will just stick out 
and I will turn it into a piece.”

Mr. Millen said that David 
plays beautifully and that he 
thinks about the music deeply.  
He said that David under-
stands and connects with music. 

“He has the depth of knowl-
edge and knows how it [music] 
works,” Mr. Millen said. “He 
understands how this part relates 
to this part. For me as his teacher, 
it’s about presenting the oppor-
tunity to succeed and run with it; 
David has grabbed every oppor-
tunity and he has improved.” 

Mr. Baker said that David 
has improved greatly as a singer 
from when he came as a freshman 
and his range has expanded hugely.  
He said that, while David had diffi-
culty with high notes before, he 
now he has developed a good voice.  

“He has noticed and started 
picking up more,” Mr. Baker 
said. “He is now realizing where 
themes are introduced in different 
parts. He approaches music like a 

clockmaker approaches a clock.”
Senior Grace Amell has 

performed pieces composed by 
David in Wind Ensemble. “In 
Wind Ensemble, we’ve played a 
few pieces written by David,” she 
said. “All of the pieces are very 
impressive, especially because 
he has many unique ideas about 
chord structure. It’s also cool 
to see him tweak the piece as 
we start playing and go along.”

Grace has also seen David in 
the process of writing his pieces.  
“It’s fascinating to watch David in 

the midst of composing,” she said. 
“I’ve seen him do this a few times 
at regional festivals. Watching 
him compose is really impresive 
because he already has all the ideas 
in his head and he knows exactly 
what to put down on the page for 
each part. You can tell as he is 
writing it that it will sound good.”

Senior Alec Rossi also 
performs with David in Wind 
Ensemble. “David has a keen 
sense  for  c rea t ing  music 
that is nuanced for both the 
listener and musician,” he said.

David Marottolo shows prodigious composing talent
by Kush Kataria ’20

David Marottolo continues to create compositions for KO ensembles, showing 
musical talent, dedication, and skill.  Photo by Angie DeLucia ’18.
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Skylar snaps the perfect picture

Patrick Süskind’s historical 
novel, “Perfume: The Story of a 
Murderer,” is truly one-of-a-kind.  
Published in 1985, this fictional 
German psychological thriller 
tells the story of Jean-Baptist 
Grenouille, an orphan from 18th- 
century France whose impeccable 
sense of smell and lack of personal 
odor stimulates a desire to become 
the master perfumer. (Note: 
This review contains spoilers!)

Through this novel, Süskind 
tackles themes of human identity, 
sexuality, and of course, the power 
of smell. Süskind’s use of accurate 
historical context, mesmerizing 
and descriptive olfactory imagery, 
as well as thought-provoking 
internal dialogue, allows this 
novel to be unlike any other.

As we know, every human 
has a unique odor. What we don’t 
realize is that this unique odor 
can subconsciously affect how 
we feel toward one another. For 
instance, there have been studies 
showing that babies, even those 
who are only a few days old, are 
able to distinguish their mother 
from others simply by their scent.

The novel begins with 
dismal Grenouille’s birth. Not 
only did his birth take place 
underneath a fish stand in the 
market, but Grenouille’s mother 
also attempted to murder him as 
soon as he was born. Described 
as a beautiful young woman 
with “almost all her teeth in her 
mouth and some hair on her 
head,” his mother’s failed attempt 

at infanticide resulted in her 
losing Grenouille to orphanages. 

For all of his childhood and 
developmental years, Grenouille 
has always been unwanted. 
Deemed a “selfish” baby who 
would rid the wet nurses of all 
their milk, or simply thought of as 
abnormal for his lack of baby scent, 
Grenouille spent all of his child-
hood, hopping from orphanage 
to orphanage, until eventually he 
became the apprentice to a tanner. 

Unlike most  humans, 
Grenouille is able to find the scent 
of everything: stones, sand, you 
name it. Grenouille spends his life 
memorizing the smells of the world 
around him.  Without a scent of his 
own, Grenouille develops immense 
diffidence, as he feels constant 
isolation from the rest of the human 
race. In spite of this, Grenouille 
doesn’t realize the origin of 
this discomfort until later on.

Soon after a delivery to 
the once-great Parisian perfumer, 
Giuseppe Baldini, Grenouille 
desires to become a perfumer 
himself. Using his prodigious 
olfactory talents, Grenouille is 
able to (unprofessionally) concoct 
a marvelous perfume. Baldini, 
hoping to reestablish himself as 
a successful perfumer, takes in 
Grenouille as an apprentice so 
he can train Grenouille and sell 
his creations as Baldini’s own.

Eventually, Grenouille 
leaves his apprenticeship at 
Baldini’s and lives in a mountain 
cave for years. Having lived with 
the rotten, molding, and putrid 
smells of 18th-century France for 

all his life, Grenouille becomes 
disgusted with the human race, and 
chooses to live in such seclusion. 
After several years of solitude, 
Grenouille finally realizes where 
his discomfort has originated 
from: his lack of personal odor. 

Rather than feeling even 
more pity for himself, Grenouille 
utilizes this defect, as well as his 
gift, to realize just how powerful 
scent really is. Through his many 
perfumes, Grenouille comes to the 
realization that people and their 
emotions can easily be manipu-
lated by different scents. With this 
awareness, Grenouille decides to 
take drastic measures to become 
that superhuman who has such 
influence over others; he does so 
by devising a perfume of the purest 
scent of all: the scent of virgin girls. 

Going on a mass virgin-
killing spree, Grenouille is able to 
elude all of France and create this 
one-of-a-kind perfume. However, 
it isn’t until he is caught and set up 
for execution that he utilizes the 
perfume and its olfactory powers.

This storyline has been a part 
of my life for many years now, ever 
since I watched the movie-version 
back in 2011. After watching the 
film, I knew I had to read the 
novel upon which it was based.

Published in 1985, I don’t 
think I’ve ever read such an 
eloquently written novel before. 
It is Süskind’s portrayal of scents 
through textual language that 
really made this book come to 
life. Never in my life would I 
have thought that I’d be able to 
understand what glass smells like.

‘Perfume: The Story of a 
Murderer’ mesmerizes readers
by Gabrielle Ruban ’18

by Jacob Brown ’17

Skylar stands out for her photography talent.  Photo by Angie DeLucia ’18.

‘La La Land’ receives 
‘oo-lah-lah’ reviews
Continued from page 10

The film was also awarded 
eight Critics’ Choice Awards 
and a variety of other distinc-
tions.  “La La Land” has received 
14 Oscar nominations for the 
89th Academy Awards taking 
place on Sunday, Feb. 26.

“La La Land” has something 
for every viewer and, as a result, 
is a must-see. Mia and Sebastian 
are a clever and funny duo, and 
their constant activity keeps audi-
ences on the edge of their seats.   

Although often adver-
tised and perceived as a love 
story, the film covers much 
more, such as what both Mia 
and Sebastian do on their own.  

With music,  dancing, 

humor, and, of course, romance, 
the film is endlessly entertaining.

What is most impres-
sive about the “La La Land” is 
the movie has been recognized 
for all aspects of its filming, 
including its music, acting, and 
screenplay. It is well worth a 
watch, and feels much more like 
an experience than just a movie.  

Viewers learn about young 
love as well as the pursuit of 
dreams, a balance that is impor-
tant to understand and recognize 
as well as entertaining to watch.

Take advantage of the oppor-
tunity to see “La La Land” while it is 
still in theaters and see what critics 
and audiences are raving about!  
It will undoubtedly be honored 
by the Academy Awards as well.

Junior  Skylar  Barron 
has been leaving her mark as 
one of the elite photographers 
of the school. Her passion 
and talent for snapping photo-
graphs has set her above the rest.

Skylar first started taking 
pictures for fun when she was very 
young, and she admits that she 
had no idea what she was doing.  

“I wasn’t taking pictures for 
the photos they produce, I would 
take photos because I was obsessed 
with and super intrigued by the 
negative film that I would get after 
taking pictures,” said Skylar. “I 
used my grandparents’ old camera 
and would walk around their 
house taking pictures of random 
things just to get the negatives.”

However, it was not until 
this year in Mr. Scranton’s photog-
raphy class that she started to really 
develop a passion for the art. 

“What  I  enjoy about 
photography is that it is a very 
broad yet structured field,” 
Skylar said. “It allows a lot of 
room for being creative and 
trying different techniques and 
approaches, while still maintaining 
the final goal: a great picture.”

 Skylar also enjoys the fact 

that photography is still a really 
cool and fun art form, even though 
it does not include classic drawing 
or painting techniques and styles.  

She likes the fact that photog-
raphy is a unique and amazing way 
to express who you are because, 

through every photo, parts of 
yourself are revealed through 
different elements of a photo. 

Skylar ’s  most  recent 
project was titled “Collection 
vs. Repetition.”  This project 
required taking 15 photographs 

“[Photography] 
allows a lot of 
room for being 
creative and 
trying different 
techniques...while 
still maintaining 
the final goal: a 
great picture.”

– Skylar Barron

that modeled “collection” and 15 
pictures that modeled “repetition.” 

“After I was finished with 
the project, the class compared 
collection vs. repetition and we 
tried to determine what those 
words meant to us,” Skylar said. 
“We also critiqued each other’s 
work, saying the positive and 
negative parts of the photo, which 
is a great way to close a project.”

Skylar ’s newly found 
passion is not something she wants 
to give up, and she is determined 
to keep putting in the effort to find 
and capture the perfect picture. 

As for future projects, she 
is very committed to working 
in and out of the classroom 
and will definitely continue to 
take pictures on her own time.  

Despi te  this  commit-
ment, her personal work will 
be a little different from her 
work in Mr. Scranton’s class.  

“I probably won’t have a 
strict guideline or actual project 
for myself,” Skylar said. “But 
rather, I will probably come up 
with a theme or idea I would like 
to stick to, and then see how my 
photography develops from there.”

At first, Skylar was hesi-
tant about taking photography 
classes in college and thought 

about only taking pictures for 
fun whenever she had free time.  

“However, the more I 
think about it, if a photography 
class is available and fits into my 
schedule, I think I would love to 
take it,” Skylar said. “I think it 
would come in handy, especially 
since photography is a good way 
for me to relieve stress, which 
could be very helpful in college.”

S k y l a r  i s  s e r i o u s l y 

considering pursuing photog-
r a p h y  i n  f u t u r e  y e a r s .  

“Whether or not I pursue 
it in college, I will continue to 
take photos in the future because 
I think photography is the 
best way to capture memories 
when you get older,” she said.

Skylar’s friends and teachers 
have been impressed with her work 
and dedication to photography, 
both at KO and in her own time.

Winter playlist:
1. I Don’t Wanna Live 
Forever
    ZAYN and Taylor Swift
2. Rockabye
    Clean Bandit
3. Deja Vu
    Post Malone
4. Neighbors
    J. Cole
5. Shape of You
    Ed Sheeran
6. Love Me Now 
    John Legend
7. Paris
    The Chainsmokers

8. Home to Mama
      Justin Bieber
9. Say You Won’t Let 
Go
      James Arthur
10. T-Shirt
       Migos
11. Dirty Laundry
       Black Bear
12. Goosebumps
       Travis Scott
13. Juke Jam
      Chance The Rapper
14. True Colors
        The Weeknd
15. Miss You
        James Hershey
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Fashionista of the 
month: Stacey Savin
by Isabel Kaufman ’17

KO fashionistas include 
not only our stylish students, 
but our trendy teachers as well. 

Upper School History 
Teacher Stacey Savin goes for 
a comfortable, yet unique look 
each day of her life. “I have 
found that whenever I wear 
something comfortable, I get so 
many compliments,” she said.

Ms. Savin loves the extra 
soft fabrics like nice cashmere 
and cotton items. She says the 
key to clothing is wearing what 
will hide your fat. She is a big 
user of shawls and scarves.

As a world traveler, Ms. 

Fashionista Ms. Savin poses for the 
camera. Photo by Angie Delucia ’18.
Savin does not necessarily buy all 
of her clothes in one local store or 
boutique. She is more likely to buy 
an item of clothing that she likes 
when away because, when she 
wears it again, she is reminded of 
that amazing experience she had. 

“I also like to have things 
that are different that you don’t 
see everywhere,” she said.

She says that one aspect of 
her job, which is a big deal and she 
loves, is that panty hose are not in 
her wardrobe as they were when 
she was a lawyer. This article of 
clothing would not fit in well with 
her code of comfortable attire.

Ms. Savin strongly states 
that her favorite color and “the 
best color” to wear is without 
a doubt black. Sometimes she 
mixes in some navies and browns, 
but she says that everybody 
should wear black constantly.

Her love for this dark easy 
color is almost as strong as her 
love for jewelry and earrings. Our 
fashion-forward faculty member 
thinks that earrings are a very 
important addition to every outfit. 

Being unable to wear any 
sort of cute shoes anymore because 
of comfort reasons, Ms. Savin 
uses earrings to spice up her look.

Many people often comment 
on her attire, either because of the 
funkiness or out of jealousy due 
to her comfortability. “People do 
like how I dress, which is a shock 
to my sister,” she said. “Some-
times if you’re in something soft 
[that] looks like you’re comfy, 
people will comment,” she said. 

She said she doesn’t feel good 
in tight, uncomfortable clothes

Ms. Savin is an avid believer 
in shopping in stores versus online. 
She says you have to try things on 
because you have no idea how they 
will look on you. The item could 
feel wrong or fit weirdly, and if you 
order it online you will never know. 

This trendy teacher is 
certainly KO’s most unique 
and adventurous dresser. She 
is one of a kind and would defi-
nitely be in the running for best-
dressed teacher (if it existed).

Student leader of the month:  
freshman Matthew Marottolo
by Emma Smith ’18

Student leader Matthew Marottolo. 
Photo by Ali Meizels ’18.

If you thought freshman 
Matthew Marottolo was an average 
underclassman, think again. 

Not only is he president of 
the freshman class, Matthew also 
sings in Crimson 7 and in chorus, 
plays the flute in wind ensemble 
and, with a group at the University 
of Hartford, participates in Mock 
Trial and Forensic Union, and plays 
on the boys varsity squash team. 

Despite his many activi-
ties and accolades, Matthew 
could not be more humble. 

He said he mainly attributes 
his success in his many endeavors 
to his love for competition. 

“I try to push myself and 
do my best,” he said. “That 
helps spur me to do better 
and to be a better person, as 
well as a better competitor.” 

Even as a freshman in the 
select group Crimson 7, Matthew 
earned himself a solo for the 
performance at the Wyvern Invi-
tational A Cappella Festival. 

Chorus director David Baker 
said that he gave Matthew the solo, 
not just because of his pure vocal 
talent, but also because of his 
exemplary leadership in the group. 

“As a singer, he has a natural 
gift, but he also has the work ethic 
and the desire to really create the 
best sound possible,” Mr. Baker 
said. “And he’s an artist. He thinks 
about what he’s doing and why he’s 
doing it, and as a result, when he 
delivers a solo there’s an emotional 

architecture to the piece.” 
Matthew said that being 

given the solo is one of his proudest 
accomplishments this year. 

He also said he hopes 
to make All Nationals in the 
Northern  Regional  Choir, 
a  h igh ly  cove t ed  honor. 

M a n y  o f  M a t t h e w ’s 
endeavors, including singing, 

involve spending time with his older 
brother, junior David Marottolo. 

David said that he partic-
ular ly  admires  Mat thew’s 
work  e th i c  in  the  many 
activities he participates in. 

“He’s very determined,” 
David said, “and very loyal, both 
to people as well as to projects 
and commitments. Once he starts 
something, he always finishes. 
He follows through very well.” 

Though Matthew and David 
are both accomplished students 
and take on varying leadership 
roles, David said that they are 

not as similar as you might think. 
“We share a sense of 

humor,” David said. “We share 
a lot of interests, but we’re also 
very different people.” David said 
that, while he himself might be 
more quiet and reserved at first, 
Matthew has a tendency to be more 
outgoing and make friends easily. 

At this point, you might 
be wondering how Matthew 
manages to balance all his extra-
curriculars alongside schoolwork 
and spending time with friends. 

M a t t h e w  s a i d  t h a t 
one of his main challenges, 
as  for  many s tudents ,  i s 
simply getting enough sleep. 

Even still, Matthew said he 
participates in so many activities 
because of genuine enjoyment. “I 
like being involved,” he said, “I 
like doing a lot of different things 
and trying a lot of different things.” 

Other students also observed 
that Matthew goes through life very 
happily. Junior Robert Downes 
spends time with Matthew in Mock 
Trial, Forensic Union, and in band. 

“He’s always singing to 
himself,” Robert said, “and he’s 
always enjoying himself. He 
really wants to learn and be good 
at everything he tries to do.” 

As  for  fu ture  goals , 
Matthew is not looking to follow 
any particular path to success. 

“I’d just like to get into 
college,” he said. Time will only 
tell what the next three-and-a-half 
years have in store for the already-
accomplished Matthew Marottolo. 

Hockey Night lives on
by Sophia Kaufman ’20

Back in 2001, a long-
cherished KO tradition was born 
– Ryan Gordon Hockey Night, a 
festive, mid-winter event where 
KO students, faculty, parents, 
and alumni express their spirit 
for their slap-sticking icemen and 
raise money to help Team Tobati.

Although many discus-
sions and opinions have been 
shared over the past  year 
concerning KO hockey, the 
team prevailed over extinction. 

After losing their own 
campus ice rink, KO icemen 
rebounded and found a new 
home in the Newington Arena.

But the move to the new 
rink raised a key question: Would 
a Hockey Night held in an off-
campus location be successful?

The answer: Well, sort of.
Attendance at this year’s 

Hockey Night on Saturday 
evening, Jan. 21, was lower than 
usual, and the team suffered a 
humiliating 12-0 loss to Berwick 
Academy. Nevertheless, several 
students, players and teachers 
said the night was a success.

“I thought that the night was 
great,” science teacher Tim Allerton 
said. “Although the number of 
student supporters shrank, the 
meaning of the event held strong 
for those that attended the game.”

Issues such as a new 

Hockey team lines up to start off their game. Photo by Shelby Fairchild ’17.

unknown location and trans-
portation were cited as the 
reasons for the lower attendance. 

“Because I am a new 
student,” freshman Brandon Stake 
said, “and I didn’t go to Hockey 
Night last year, I did not know 
what to expect. However, if there 
was a fan bus, more students would 
have probably attended the event. “

S o p h o m o r e  J a c q u e -
line Dugan said Hockey Night 
just wasn’t the same this year. 

“I have been at KO for two 
years, and I was disappointed 
with Hockey Night this year,” 
she said. “I remember fun times 
and spirited crowds at Hockey 
Night, and this year lacked 
the energy of previous years.”

Freshman hockey player 
Shane Dawson said he was 
sorry the team didn’t put on 
a better game for the fans. 

“Berwick has been our 
toughest competitor so far this 
season,” he said. As in previous 

years, Hockey Night festivi-
ties began earlier in the week.

Students supported the 
night by making a $20 donation 
for a T-shirt.This raised about 
$1,000 to benefit Team Tobati, 
KO’s community-wide charitable 
cause in Paraguay. The new rink 
provided food options for the fans. 

Previous to the game, 
discussions had taken place 
on other fundraising oppor-
tuni t ies  for  Team Tobat i .

“We could have switched 
this event to be a non-hockey 
KO event, but in the memory of 
Ryan Gordon and his love for 
hockey, we did our best to honor 
Ryan and what he loved best,” 
said Spanish teacher Ronald 
Garcia, who leads Team Tobati.

As KO opens a  new 
chapter in its ice hockey history, 
Hockey Night lives on, and 
KO fans and supporters said 
they are looking forward to 
continuing this rich tradition.

Pick-n-mix is top pick 
by Jaden DiMouro ’20

Pick and Mix, an unas-
suming Korean restaurant conve-
niently located at 1234 Farmington 
Ave., brings a fresh, unique twist to 
the West Hartford fast-food scene.

Upon walking into the 
restaurant, we were immediately 
met by friendly staffers who were 
enthusiastic and seemed genu-
inely happy to help. The restaurant 
sports a diverse menu with some-
thing sure to satisfy all taste buds.

The main item on the menu 
is the Bi Bim Bab. This gives you 
the choice white or brown rice or 
sweet potato noodles for the base, 
your choice of a wide variety of 
vegetables, your choice of beef, 
chicken, spicy chicken or tofu and 
a choice of teriyaki, soy lemon, 
sesame oil, and hot paste for sauces.

Your choices are put 
in a bowl and brought back 
to the kitchen where they are 
cooked together in a wok.

We  o r d e r e d  t h e  B i 
Bim Bab, and the fried vege-
table dumplings; (pork and 
chicken were also options.)

Our food arrived within 
five minutes of ordering and came 
with a very bland bowl of miso 
soup and a few floating scallions. 

The meal itself however, 
was hearty and enjoyable. The soy 
lemon sauce was spread out nicely 
across the dish and melded seam-
lessly with the vegetables. Four 
slabs of tofu on top provided more 
substance as well as a medium 
to soak up some of the excess 
sauce on the bottom of the bowl.

The highlight of the meal was 
the vegetable dumplings brought 
out shortly after our main course. 
Fried to crispy perfection, these 
crunchy flavor bombs snapped in 
our mouths in perfect harmony 
with the zesty soy lemon sauce.

Pick and Mix is located 1.8 
miles from KO in the strip mall 
opposite Stop and Shop near the 
intersection of Farmington Ave. 
and Mountain Rd. It’s open from 
11 a.m. to 9 p.m. Monday through 
Saturday and closed Sundays.

So if you’re looking for 
a fresh yet quick meal, Pick and 
Mix is your healthy fast-food fix.
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A little girl sits on the 
shoulders of her father, a person 
on crutches follows behind 
them, and 90-year-old women 
watches from her front porch. 

Some people are bored and 
a little tired, others are overjoyed 
and close to tears; throughout the 
day everyone feels the mass of 
emotions coming off the crowd. 

This was the Women’s March 
on Washington on Saturday, Jan 21.

Several students at KO 
attended this march. The variety 
of reasons KO students marched 
is reflected in the march itself, 
which spanned an assortment 
of civil rights issues and move-
ments, not just women’s rights.

Senior Rose Esselstyn felt 
as though she needed to march 
to protest the inauguration of 
President Trump. “I accept that 
he went through all the steps to 
become president,” said Rose, 
“So, yes, I accept he is the Presi-
dent of the United States; however, 
I believe that the president should 
represent the people, and I do 
not accept him representing me.” 

Specifically, Rose chose 
to march to protect her rights as 
a woman. For her, things like 
the right to an abortion are abso-
lutely important and deserve to be 
protected. Under President Trump, 
she feels that this right is threatened.

On the other hand, senior 
Farah Quadri marched to protest Mr. 
Trump’s call for a Muslim registry. 

“That’s a big deal to me, 
obviously, to march against that 
because it’s going backwards 
not forwards and it’s unneces-

sary. It’s just unjustly associ-
ating terror and terrorists with 
Muslims and Islam,” she said.

Despite the fact that each 
person may have been marching 
for something different, they were 
still united under the same general 
beliefs and intent: a need to make 
a difference, protect their convic-
tions, and improve their future. 

“When I have a family of 

my own,” said senior Ryan Alba-
nesi, “I can at least tell them that 
when things started going south 
and when our leaders became more 
and more immature, I tried my 
best to stand up for what is right 
and what I think is important.”

T h o s e  i n t e r v i e w e d 
agreed that the march, and 
its culminating events, were 
emotionhal and empowering. 

“I started to tear up,” said 
Ryan. “A little girl came out of 
her house and she was holding 
a sign that said ‘I can be presi-
dent.’ . . . It was inspiring.”

Senior Jane Shafer expe-
rienced a similar moment from 
the opposite end of the age-
spectrum. While walking to the 
march, she saw an old woman 
with her walker, cheering for 

all those who were marching. 
“Seeing that old woman, 

who probably couldn’t walk 
for herself made me think that 
I was walking for her,” she said.

Rose, on the other hand, 
found her moment of empower-
ment in the irrepressible strength 
of unity she felt with other women. 

“I went into a museum, 
because I really had to pee,” she 

said, “And of course the women’s 
line was out the door and the men’s 
had two people in there, so there 
was a moment when all the women 
in the line looked at each other, 
and we just bombarded the men’s 
bathroom and peed . . . For some 
reason that was empowering.”

Plenty of people around the 
country, however, believe that the 
march is pointless because it won’t 

change anything to protest what is 
already in existence. Although the 
critics may make some valid points, 
so do the men and women who 
marched or supported the march.

Rose said she believes the 
march’s importance spans far 
beyond a singular action, and a 
singular event. “I’d say you are part 
of the problem . . . they are missing 
a key detail which is that we 

weren’t marching to get an imme-
diate response but rather to say we 
are here ... and for one tiny, white 
man to take away these rights? No.”

A lot of times, the people who 
say that aren’t affected negatively 
by the changes that are happening. 
“I’ve only heard men say that…” 
Farah said. “Even in the news you 
don’t hear that from a lot of women. 
People can say that because 
they’re not affected.”  

Whether  o r  no t  tha t 
is true, Ryan and Jane went 
against this belief. Both of them 
marched, not necessarily in 
protection of their own rights, 
but in the protection of others’.

“I feel like I was marching 
to support other women who were 
marching for their own thing,” 
said Jane. “I’m a white privileged 
woman, so there aren’t many things 
that directly affect me right now.”

Ryan, who might be less 
affected by President Trump’s 
civil-rights related policies and 
could have easily stood by, was 
stunned into action by the abso-
lute mistreatment of disabled 
people and homosexuals. “He 
mocked a disabled reporter at 
a rally. So I was there to protest 
the fact that we can elect a leader 
that thinks that’s OK… I have 
specific problems with the homo-
phobe in the sidecar, Mike Pence.”

Those students who attended 
perfectly summed up the purpose 
of the women’s march: unity 
and the fight for oneself as well 
as the fight for others. “Be a 
part of history,” said Rose.  Be a 
part of a movement. I’ve never 
felt so a part of something or 
felt so included and validated!”

Women and men alike march on Washington for equal rights last weekend during the Women’s March. Several KO 
students participated in the march. Photo by Vivian Goldstein ’17.

For KO marchers, love trumps hate
by Vivian Goldstein ’ 17

Dictionary.com defines 
“shatterproof” as “resistant to 
shattering or splintering; unbreak-
able.” When Gary Mendell came 
to KO on Friday, Jan. 6, he 
seemed to embody the name of 
his organization, Shatterproof. 
He was bruised but resilient, 
emotional but strong. In one 
short hour, he had a major impact 
on the entire KO community. 

Before going into more detail 
about his organization, Mr. Mendell 
told the story of his son, Brian, who 
passed away as a result of addic-
tion in 2011. He warned students of 
the danger of experimentation with 
drugs and alcohol, especially at a 
young, impressionable age, and 
explained how he witnessed his 
son go down the path of addiction 
and lose control of his own life. 

Sophomore Lian Wolman, 
who runs the Shatterproof club 
at KO, knows Mr. Mendell well 
as a family friend, and introduced 
him at the assembly. Lian said that 
she had never heard him speak 
before, and was amazed at the 
impact he had on KO students. 

Junior Phoebe Taylor said 
that she found the assembly 
more intense than past drug and 
alcohol education because of 
the way it was delivered. “It was 

much more powerful hearing it 
from a first-person perspective of 
someone who had been directly 
impacted by addiction,” she 
said, “because I don’t personally 
have direct experience with it.” 

Lian also pointed out the way 
the assembly affected students. 
“Afterward people kept coming up 
to me and saying how emotional 
it made them,” Lian said, “and I 
think it changed people’s views 
on how we should treat addiction. 
People seemed to really respond 
to it and connect with him.” 

 This is Lian’s second year 
running the Shatterproof club, 
which she started with her brother 
Gabe Wolman ’16. The club’s main 
purpose is to raise money to send 
KO students and faculty to rappel 
down the Hilton building in Hart-
ford, which is also a fundraiser 
for the Shatterproof organiza-
tion to raise awareness and fight 
addiction. Last year, senior Celia 
Jarmoc and Head of School Dennis 
Bisgaard had the chance to rappel 
along with Lian and her family. 

Celia said that the experi-
ence of rappelling truly changed 
her perspective. “Being able to 
talk to other families there and 
hear their stories was incredible,” 
she said, “and it makes you want 
to do anything you can to help 
these people. It showed that, even 

as a small part of a huge foun-
dation, every little bit counts.” 

Even with some prior 
background about Shatterproof, 
Celia said that the assembly still 
really touched her. She said she 
went up to Mr. Mendell after-
ward to speak to him briefly, 
and tell him how important his 
work is to her and her peers. 

 “No matter if he can see it 
or not,” Celia said, “his speech 
and everything that he said hit 
home with a lot of kids. It showed 
people that, at this young age, 
just trying drugs is not possible. 
It’s going to stick. To make the 
right decision is so important.” 

M r.  M e n d e l l ’s  m a i n 
emphasis, though, was to convey 
to students that addiction is the 
same as any disease and should be 
treated as such. Sophomore Ananya 
Alleyne said the assembly opened 
her eyes to the reality of addiction. 

“It gave me a different 
perspective than how people with 
drug addictions are perceived in 
movies and TV shows,” Ananya 
said. “It was interesting to see 
how the view of drug addiction is 
very different from other diseases.” 

No matter what you took 
out of Mr. Mendell’s complex and 
nuanced description of addiction, 
the assembly was sure to shatter any 
assumptions you may have formed. 

Shattering stereotypes
by Emma Smith ’18

KO students received their 
first-semester grades and comments 
last week, and they have been the 
hot topic of discussion ever since.

For new KO students, first 
semester is a time of adjustment. 
Freshman Jean Wang is an inter-
national student from Beijing, 
and this is her first year not just 
at KO, but in the United States.

“I used the first semester to 
get used to the classes because it’s 
in English,” she said. Jean said that 
she wasn’t exactly ecstatic about 
her grades and comments, but 
knows that she is adapting well.

Students seek 
further success

Sophomore Kather ine 
Mikaelson and freshman Anan 
Meraney expressed similar 
thoughts. “I’m pretty happy 
with how I did,” Anan said, 
“but I hope to do better in 
general in the second semester.”

Anan, Katherine,  and 
Jean have all made resolutions 
to improve for the upcoming 
semes t e r,  now tha t  t hey 
know what to expect at KO.

Anan said that he does not 
want to make the same mistakes 

by Esha Shrivastav ’20
“I hope to do 
better . . . in the 
second semester.”

– Anan Meraney
he made last semester, such as 
not managing his time wisely. 

“Most of all I want to be able 
to use my time more effectively and 
efficiently. I hope to start meeting 
with teachers for extra help, start 
using my study hall sessions more 
productively and efficiently, and 
lots of other things,” he said.

Katherine’s hopes and goals 
are not only academic-oriented, 
but stretch to her personal life 
as well. “I want to jump out of 
my comfort zone even more 
and be more productive outside 
of the classroom. I also want 
to make sure to always have 
a positive attitude,” she said. 

Hopefully, the new semester 
will bring KO students further 
success in their goals, as well as 
an abundance of excitement, and 
maybe some healthy challenges!
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One dribble, one pass, 
the shot is up, and it drops in 
without the net even flinching. 

You may think I’m talking 
about the boys varsity basketball 
team or even the JV team, but 
I’m talking about the Intramural 
Basketball Association (IBA).

IBA takes place during the 
winter season at KO’s gym on High-
land Street in West Hartford for 
kids who do not play a winter sport.

At the start of the season, 
IBA has a series of scrimmages 
for players to show their skills 
before the draft. Then, the captains 
of each of the four teams, usually 
seniors, draft the players they want.

“It’s fun because I like 
basketball but not enough to try 
out for the high school team, but 
still [I] am able to play,” said 
sophomore Connor Patenaude.

Sophomore Adam Sontag 
said there’s really no pres-
sure to perform; you just go 
out there and have some fun.

Every day after school the 
players of IBA take a bus over 
to the gym about six minutes 
from KO. “It’s a bummer that 
we have to play off campus 

Thousands of rainbow-
colored straws, some 100 hot 
glue sticks, 10 dozen eggs, over 
a quarter-pound of rubber bands, 
and toothpicks. Many toothpicks.

All of these materials were 
used by regular physics classes 
in January to create inventive and 
colorful egg-holding contrap-
tions that were dropped from the 
second floor of Chase • Tallwood. 

The objective? Protect the 
egg during the fall, making sure 
there is no air resistance and that the 
contraption weighs under 40 grams.

Having finished a unit about 
Newton’s Second Law (Force = 
Mass x Acceleration) and going 
into the study of momentum, 
physics teacher Kathleen DiSanto 
said that the egg drop experiment 
was the perfect segue because 
it’s a “classic, quintessential lab 
that students do. It’s like a rite 
of passage for physics students.”

Mrs. Disanto said that the 
classes first started working on 
the experiment by crunching 

because no one can really come 
see us play,” Connor said.

The faculty leader of IBA is 
history teacher Scott Dunbar and 
he has been dealing with intra-
mural basketball for a while. “I 
used to play intramural basket-
ball in Australia. They thought 
I was the next Michael Jordan,” 
he said. “Now it’s cool because I 
get to run the intramural league.”

The IBA also offers great 
opportunities to play against 
varsity teams. Head Varsity Girls 
Basketball Coach Kyle Chapman 
sometimes uses five IBA players 
to practice against his team. 
Juniors Ben Tauber, Will Appleton, 
Mark Place, Anthony Melody 
and Ryan all suit up once in a 
while to get serious for the girls, 
unlike IBA where it is all laughs.

Girls varsity player junior 
Skylar Barron said it’s good to play 
against the IBA guys because they 
are faster and play more physi-
cally than the girls the team plays.

IBA is a fun way for kids 
to play basketball and be friends. 
When you think about it, the 
IBA is on a sort of NBA level. 
The regular season is all laughs, 
but when playoffs swing around, 
everyone throws away that smile, 
and starts throwing up good shots.

This school year KO has 
had a total of 10 assemblies and 
eight Personal Learning Blocks. 
The school has already held four 
more assemblies than last year 
by this time in the school year. 

And some students have 
noticed the difference. “I think that 
it is annoying that we don’t have as 
many PLBs as assemblies because 
I find PLB extremely useful,” soph-
omore Camilla Berkemeyer said.

Many students including 
Camilla appreciate the hour-long 
break on Fridays provided by the 
PLBs because it is a time to get 
work done and meet with teachers, 
or relax. Others said they enjoy 
the extra time for clubs to meet.

Senior Jack Antico proposes 
a mend between having assem-
blies and necessary free time. “I 
like assemblies, like the Junior 
Achievement one, but I think think 
they should be optional,” he said.

A l t h o u g h  P L B  i s  a 
valued time by students, many 
say they appreciate and enjoy 
the newly added assemblies. 

“I definitely miss having 
PLB’s, but I also wouldn’t want to 
replace any of the assemblies we’ve 
had because they’d all been very 
valuable and have given students 
a new perspective on a variety of 
topics,” said junior Emma Smith.

S o p h o m o r e  C o l t r a n e 
Joseph agrees that the assem-
blies’ diverse topics are eye-
opening. “They have given me 
a chance to hear about topics I 
normally wouldn’t learn about.”

In the beginning of the school 
year, Dean of Students William 

numbers on a theoretical egg drop 
to compare them to the actual 
egg drop with the contraptions 
and to introduce the science.

“First, we did some calcu-
lations to determine how fast we 
would be going when hitting the 
ground, the theoretical accel-
eration during the hit, and the 
force during the hit,” she said.

The design and building 
process took place over multiple 
classes. “They had to do two 
sketches of two different ideas,” 
said Mrs. DiSanto, “and they 
had to justify why those eggs 
would do well in those designs.”

After that, the students were 
given three class period to build. 
Students could test their contrap-
tions in the days leading up to the 
final experiment day, but only the 
egg drop on the official experi-
ment day would count, meaning 
that testing was a risky move.

Mrs. DiSanto said that 
quite a few students successfully 
tested their contraptions during 
the building phase, but then failed 
on experiment day due to the way 

the contraption hit the ground, 
making the experiment tough.

“A lot of it is build quality,” 
she said, “and it’s also just luck 
with the way it hits, and then a 
lot of kids wanted to suspend 
the egg with rubber bands, but 
you want it to be tight enough so 
that it doesn’t hit the floor, and 
loose enough so it can bounce.”

How successful were the 
students? In two classes, half the 
contraptions were successful, while 
in the third class, only 20 percent of 
the contraptions were successful.

“There was one design that 
was very toothpick heavy, and it 
worked,” said Mrs. Disanto. “I wish 
more people did that.”Although 
many were unsuccessful, everyone 
met the air resistance requirement.

“We recorded everything in 
slow motion, and we took the drop 
time by counting the frames, and 
we compared that to what the drop 
time should be,” Mrs. DiSanto 
said. “Everyone was very close.”

Luckily for students whose 
contraptions weren’t successful, 
the egg drop was graded on 

many factors, including design 
sketches and build quality.

I f  y o u ’ r e  t h i n k i n g 
that the lab must’ve been 
messy,  then you’re  r ight .

“Some people minimally 

Bombs Away: Senior Grace Miller drops her egg contraption,which, unfortu-
nately, left the egg broken in the end. Photo by Julia Goldsmith ’17.

protected their eggs, and when 
they went and dropped every-
where, it made me anxious,” 
said Mrs, DiSanto. “I also had 
to do a lot of screening for 
eggs with phantom cracks.”

Eggs-trordinary force of nature
by Neil Hemnani ’18

IBA shoots... 
and scores!

Fewer PLBs, too 
many assemblies?

Gilyard introduced students to a 
new series of assemblies during 
PLB called “KO Conversations.” 
He has presented two so far, one 
for freshmen and sophomores and 
the other for juniors and seniors. 

Mr. Gilyard is trying to 
organize another KO conver-
sation for later  this  year.

Junior Maitland Bailey said 
that she especially enjoyed the 
conversation between Mr. Gilyard 
and a visiting author, conducted 
for the junior and senior classes.

“I thought it was really 

important to have those types of 
conversations,” she said. “It was 
interesting to learn these things 
about people such as Mr. Gilyard, 
whose story was really enlightening 
about the way people are treated.”

In the KO conversation 
offered for freshmen and sopho-
mores, Mr. Gilyard interviewed 
senior Rose Esselstyn about her 
experience at the Chawanakee 

Senior IBA players Alex Cahill, left, David Yandow, Michael Loughran, Jacob 
Brown, Trey Dugan and Clayton Barnes. Photo by Jimmy DiVirgilio ’18.

by Sean James ’19
by Maeve McDonald ’19 school. “I thought that it really gave 

us a look at how many more oppor-
tunities there are for us at KO,” 
freshman Angelina Maselli said.

Mr. Gilyard said the KO 
Conversations series offers 
students views from different 
perspectives. “It’s important to 
give kids the exposure to different 
ways of thinking,” he said.

One of the new assem-
blies this year was presented by 
the Shatterproof club, headed by 
sophomore Lian Wolman.In this 
assembly, Gary Mendell, the presi-
dent of the Shatterproof organiza-
tion, spoke to the students about 
his son’s drug addiction. His heart-
felt and powerful speech addressed 
an important topic for students.

“The story that we heard 
about Mr. Mendell’s son was very 
sad, and his speech was touching,” 
sophomore Aidan Shea said. 
“The information he gave us was 
upsetting, but also important.”

But students aren’t the only 
ones who enjoy the assemblies. 

“I believe the extra assem-
blies have been worthwhile 
because often the topics discussed 
have carried over into my classes,” 
history teacher Peter Jones said. 
“This, in turn, gives the students 
an opportunity to express their 
opinions in a smaller setting.”

This year, during a PLB in 
December, the Forensic Union 
presented a debate in front of the 
entire Upper School about the 
exclusivity of the Senior Green.

Mr.  Gi lyard  sa id  he 
believes that it is important to 
explore all the talents among 
the students, beyond sports and 
music, through Friday assemblies.

“It was interesting 
to learn... about 
people such as 
Mr. Gilyard whose 
story was really 
enlightening about 
the way people 
are treated.”
– Maitland Bailey



Venezuelan visitors brighten up 
Middle School hallways this Jan.
by Henry Krieble ’21

The Middle School is 
currently hosting six Venezuelan 
visitors from El Colegio Integral 
de Avila in Caracas, Venezuela. 
These students joined the KO 
community on Tuesday, Jan. 10 
and will leave on Sunday, Feb. 5. 

The program began in 1999, 
when Juan Maragall, the director 
of their school at the time, was 
taking classes with David Mellen, 
a former KO faculty member. 
The two quickly began friends.

From there, Spanish teacher 
Brenda Semmelrock here at the 
Upper School began contacting 
the teachers at their school. The 
first group of students went to 

Venezuela in 1999; however, 
due to political events in the past 
couple of years, the trip has been 
much harder to to make, so KO 
instead acts as the host. “We are 
lucky for their continued loyalty to 
the program,” said Erika Costan-
tini, Middle School Modern 
Languages Department Chair. 

This year we have 12 
students visiting our school. We 
have six arriving this month and 
six arriving next month as well. 
This year we welcome Ronald 
Salas Vargas, Juan A. Maldo-
nado Álvarez, Andrea Cedeño 
Valero, Santiago Del Moral 
Martínez, Laura Ruiz Zambrano 
and Guillermo Leizaola Díaz. 
The students are accompanied 

by their very involved and caring 
teachers, Pia Marulanda, Lidia 
Da Silva and Lorenzo Losada. 

In past years the students 
have stayed in 2-3 condos in the 
Manchester area. Their commute 
was long and difficult with the 
amount of people, so the KO 
community wanted them to be 
closer. Now they stay in a beau-
tiful house near St. Francis 
hospital. The program is lucky 
enough to have the opportunity 
to house these students here due 
to teachers going on sabbatical. 
They have been generous enough 
to rent their houses to the wyverns.  

Before the students arrive, 
Mrs. Costantini works hard to 
put them in classes that they are 

interested in. She works hard to 
make sure the classes are even. 
“It is always nice if there are 
one or two students at the most 
per class because it helps them 
practice their English,” said Mrs. 
Costantini. “If more, they would 
probably be tempted to speak 
Spanish with each other,” she said. 

Before they arrive, students 
at KO are given the opportunity 
to volunteer as a big brother/
sister. They are responsible 
for looking out for the new 
students, making sure they feel 
comfortable and welcome, and 
helping them get to classes and 
understanding their schedules.

This year, seventh-graders 
Grant Pennoyer and Chase 

Gibson as well as sixth-graders 
Eve Repp, Jack Gold, Ignacio 
Feged, and Bella Theodorou are 
the volunteers for older siblings 
that will accompany the students. 

The program runs very 
smoothly thanks to Middle 
School Director Jane Repp and 
Head of School Dennis Bisgaard. 
Everyone’s support makes this 
program run as smoothly as 
possible. However, “it can always 
be better,” said Mrs. Costantini. 
Google apps such as Drive, Gmail 
and Classroom help the students 
know what needs to be done and 
when. “I think overall, they have 
a great experience, and I hope 
the KO students enjoy having 
them here,” said Mrs. Costantini.

Shatterproof gives a 
new MS perspective
by Ben Boyd ’21

On Friday, Jan. 6, the whole 
Kingswood Oxford community 
gathered in the auditorium to 
listen to Mr. Gary Mendell, speak 
about losing his son to drug addic-
tion. Mr. Mendell, the founder of 
the program, talked to us about 

his family story as well as the 
program he started, Shatterproof. 

For almost ten years, his 
son Brian struggled with addic-
tion. After the family lost him in 
2011, Mr. Mendell had a hard time 
figuring out what had happened. 
Mr. Mendell was inspired by his 
son Brian’s compassion, which 

lead to him founding his orga-
nization called Shatterproof. 

Shatterproof is a program 
where people can get information 
about addiction and help to stop 
this disease. Shatterproof is known 
for the rappel challenge. This is 
when you rappel down from the 
top of a building to raise aware-
ness. When describing the rappel 
challenge, Mr. Mendell referred 
to the steps of the decline to the 
steps to addiction: as you get closer 
and closer to the ground, there are 
most people that support you. 

Addiction is not a conse-
quence. “Addition is like any 
other disease,” Mr. Mendell said. 

While the content was very 
advanced and geared toward more 
of the Upper School, the sixth, 
seventh and eighth-graders took 
away some key lessons in life. 

“Mr. Mendell influenced 
me to not try drugs and he showed 
me that if I did try them, there 
would be consequences,” said 
eighth-grader Henry Mandell. 

It was clear that Mr. Mendell’s 
speech touched everyone’s hearts. 

‘In the Middle’ 
New Year’s 

Resolutions...
“Get buff and boost the grades.” – Landon White ’21 
“Listen.” – Ms. Scig 
“Be #1 in my gaming community at KO.” – Partho Karak 
’21 
Stick to my strict workout regimen. – Adam Paczuck ’21 
“Stay the same.” – Taryn Roth ’22 
“To drink more water.” – Alyssa Pavano ’22
“To get ripped and pump iron.” – Nick Miano ’23
“To stay off my phone more.” – Ms. Hayes 
“I’m already perfect I don’t need one.” – Riley Gravel ’21
“Be more awesome.” – Carter Smith ’22
“To become the Middle School student government presi-
dent.” – AJ Leshem ’22
“My New Year’s Resolution is to become a better soccer 
player.” – Brio Aslan ’22 
“Eat better cause I eat bad, and be more active, no more 
potato chips.” – Tim Watson ’22 
“I want to fly a plane blindfolded.” – Henry Mandell ’21 
“Our New Year’s Resolution is to come up with a New 
Year’s Resolution.” – Issy Rome and Tori Swanson ’21 
“I want to feed a burrito to a duck.” – Michael Greco ’21 

Shatterproof founder and KO assembly speaker Gary Mendell, on the right, 
rappels down the side of the Hartford Hilton building in one of the organiza-
tion’s signature fundraising events. Photo taken from Google Images.
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Boys ‘A’ ball 
shoots high
by Kyle Frankel ’21

The Middle School Boys A 
Basketball team looks to continue 
a streak after netting their first win 
of the season. On Saturday, Jan. 
21, the team hosted Eaglebrook 
school and gave spectators a show 
with an impressive 59-31 win.

After getting a spark of 
energy from their recent win, 
the team will not be satisfied 
and knows they still have much 
improvement to make. “We have 
gotten much better over the course 
of the season, but there is still 
lots of room for improvement,” 
said Head Coach Matt Kocay.

Coach Kocay also said 
the team has three main weak-
nesses they would like to work 
on as the season progresses: 
getting behind early in games, 
turnovers, and rebounding.  

Practices have allowed the 
team to improve all season because 
the work ethic keeps improving. 
“We have practiced harder and 
harder all season which has made 
us better,” said Coach Kocay. 

They have also changed 

their practices each day to focus 
on certain issues. “We have 
changed practice to address some 
of our problems each day. We do 
more team rebounding drills, for 
instance, and loose ball drills to 
create a desire to get after the ball. 
We have also worked on the offense 
and defense and how important it 
is to work as a team to cut down 
on turnovers,” Coach Kocay stated

The team's main strength is 
their heart and perseverance. “The 
number one strength of the team 
is its willingness to play hard and 
keep on playing hard no matter 
what the score may be. We have 
only won one game but always 
compete and make a game of it. 
We have been very good at not 
quitting and making comebacks 
in games,” said Coach Kocay

Coach Kocay also stated 
that the team has gotten far better 
over the course of the season and 
will look to improve even more 
as the second half gets underway.  

The Wyverns will continue 
the season with a home game against 
Wilbraham and Monson Academy 
on Saturday, Jan. 28 at 1:30 p.m.

Intramural ‘duck 
league’ plays hard
by Henry Krieble ’21

A l t h o u g h  t h e  i n t r a -
mural basketball team is not 
competitive with other schools, 
they are without a doubt a 
group of competitive ballers.

Throughout the season, the 
members of the Duck League play 
hard to prepare themselves for the 
season finale, the Duck League 
Championship Tournament. 

At the beginning of the 
season the kids are split up into 
teams, all relating to the league’s 
name: the Duck League. For 
example, in past years some 
favorite names have been “Pay 
The Bills”, the champions of 
2016, “The Ducky Charms” and 
“Mallard Mayhem”. The amount 
of teams within the league depends 
on how many players show up 
at the beginning of the year. 

This year, there are four 
teams consisting of at least 
three players each, whereas 
last year there were six teams 
with four to five players each. 

This year in particular, 
the team has faced an impor-

tant decrease in players. While 
many of the KO students have 
joined the brand new Winter 
Olympic Sports group, Coach 
Ted Levine believes he has lost 
many of his players to squash.

There really is not struc-
ture to the practices because the 
goal of Intramural Basketball is 
to have fun. They spend all of 
practice competing in games. 
These games are each eight 
minutes long, and each team 
plays around 40 games per season.

“The quality of play has 
been fabulous,” said Coach Levine. 

There are almost no rules 
on the intramural basketball team; 

however, there is one. There is a 
five-point basket limit per person. 
This is so the games can be a little 
more even and not controlled by 
a few of the players on their own. 

The environment is fun 
and playful. The time allotted 
for practice is a time to play 
with your friends and simply 
have a good time. “We just 
play,” said Coach Levine. 

Another key component to 
the intramural basketball team 
is what is for lunch that day. 
“When there there is a class A 
lunch, we get to lunch. On omelet 
bar or chicken parm [day], we 
go early,” said former player 
eighth-grader Landon White. 

 Looking forward, Coach 
Levine and all players hope to 
have a bake sale to fund the 
Duck League jumbo-tron. “I 
think we’ll be signing with ESPN 
soon,” stated Coach Levine. 

Intramural basketball is a 
place to have fun and run around 
with your friends. “I love it,” said 
Coach Levine. “The appropriate 
job for me would be 40 hours a 
week of intramural basketball.”

“The quality of 
play has been 
fabulous...I think 
we’ll be signing 
with ESPN soon.”

– Coach Levine

MS squash makes a 
‘racquet’ on court
by Landon White ’21

The Middle School Squash 
team is striving for a dominant 
season thanks to a strong ladder. 
With their next match against 
Capital Prep on Wednesday, Feb. 
8, the squash team will conclude 
their season against the Hopkins 
School on Wednesday, Feb. 22.

For  the  squash team 
there were two teams devel-
oped, mental and competitive. 

“At the start of the season, 
players were able to try out for 
the competitive team. Deci-
sions were made based on 
ability and experience,” said 
Head Coach Alison O'Donnell.

The team had their first 
match of the season against the 
Foote School, and they lost 6-1, but 
this loss setup great improvement. 
The Wyverns came back in their 
second game with a commanding 
win over Renbrook School. 
Their wins against Renbrook 
came with help from eighth-
graders Claire Taylor, Henry 
Mandell, and Garrett Mastella, 
and seventh-grader Ryan Kushnir. 

The team has take seven 
eighth-graders, six seventh-
graders, and one sixth-grader. 

The squad practices are 
fun but help players improve 
their game. “Most of practice is 
spent playing fun games designed 
to help players improve their 
skills and be ready for competi-
tion,” stated Coach O’Donnell.

T h e  t e a m  h a s  t w o 
eighth-graders playing on the 

Upper School Varsity Squash 
team, eighth-graders Henry 
Krieble and Sydney Smith. 

“It taught me the funda-
mentals, rules, and strategies 
used to play at a higher level,” 
said Krieble. Coach O’Donnell 
stated that “players are coached 
by Robbie Langashi, Upper 
School Boys JV and Varsity 
coach, so even in Middle School, 
they are learning what they 
need to be part of the program.”

In squash they use a system 
called the ladder to match you up 
with someone equal to your skill. 
“The ladder is designed so that 
players of similar ability play one 
another,” said Coach O’Donnell.

The team will be trying to 
get another win on Wednesday, 
Feb. 8 when they take on Capital 
Prep at Trinity College. The 
Wyverns will also be concluding 
their great season with their final 
game against Hopkins School 
on Wednesday, Feb. 22. “I hope 
the team continues to have fun, 
enjoy the sport, and improve their 
skills,” said Coach O’Donnell.

Intramural 
squash slams
by Garrett Mastella ’21

The intramural squash 
team is a group of hard working 
athletes getting ready for their turn 
on the competitive team. They are 
learning the rules and improving.

The team drives to the field 
house to play after lunch everyday. 
When they get there, they warm 
up with Head Coach Alison 
O'Donnell in the gym while the 
competitive team finishes prac-
tice. Then it’s their turn to play.

Two of the players, seventh-
graders Carter Smith and Henry 
Pelletier, were invited to play 
a match against Renbrook on 
Saturday, Jan. 21 with the competi-
tive team. They both won their 
matches and played extremely well. 
These two students, among others, 
are great leaders on the team. 
“There are some students who 
were new to the sport this season, 
and they seem to be enjoying 
learning and playing,” said Head 
Coach Alison O’Donnell. The 
students are improving immensely 
and will be great additions to 

the competitive team next year.
Coach O’Donnell helps 

coach the competitive team and 
drives them to practice.  When 
the intramural team arrives with 
another teacher, she warms them 
up in the gym at the field house. 
She does not stay for their prac-
tice, but she can tell that they are 
an amazing group of athletes.

The kids love to play squash 
as well. “They arrive excited to play 
every day,” says Coach O’Donnell. 
The athletes are extremely enthu-
siastic about squash and love 
the sport. They love to play hard 
and improve. They are going 
to be an amazing addition to 
the competitive team next year.

“I hope the team 
continues to 
have fun, enjoy 
the sport, and 
improve their 
skills.”

– Coach 
O’Donnell

“They arrive 
excited to play 
every day.”

– Coach 
O’Donnell

Congrats to all the teams for their hard work, 
and best of luck in the rest of the season!
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Girls ‘B’ basketball 
dunks competition
by Kyle Frankel ’21

The Middle School Girls 
B Basketball team looks to keep 
building on the improvements 
they’ve made so far this season.  

For the first game of the 
season, they traveled to Solomon 
Schechter Day School on Saturday, 
Jan. 11. The girls lost 37-12, but 
everyone showed a lot of potential.  

The two B team veterans, 
eighth-grader Molly Carroll and 
seventh-grader Charlotte Mandel 
played great and were terrific 
leaders for the team. They used 
their experience to help newer 
players through their first game.  

The girls were matched 
up against a much bigger team 
and did a great job not letting 
that get in their heads and 
sticking to their game plan. 

S i x t h - g r a d e r  H a l l i e 
Braunstein brought the ball 
up the court very well against 
an older, bigger opponent.  

The team played well on both 
sides of the ball as seventh-graders 
Mia Brown and Naomi Wong 
and sixth-grader Zora deRham 
played very well on defense 
and contested their opponents. 

On offense, sixth-grader 

Alex Arnold helped the team 
score with some strong shooting.  

This was their first ever 
game as a team, and it gave them 
a chance to show what they had 
worked on in practice. “As a 
team, they put their new skills to 
the test and learned what it feels 
like to play a real game,” said 
Head Coach Katherine Nicholson.

Their  next game was 
a 23-4 loss at Ethel Walker 

School on Thursday, Jan. 19. 
The score does not reflect 

how good the girls played, as 
they also had a lot of plain, 
unlucky bounces. “Our girls were 
vastly improved over the first 
game,” said Coach Nicholson.

They improved a lot with 
their transitions from offense to 
defense and with their shooting. 
They also took care of the ball 
well at the point and did not 
make it easy for the other team. 

C o a c h  N i c h o l s o n 
i s  very  p leased  wi th  the 
way the team is  playing. 

“I think that the girls 
are doing a phenomenal job 
learning the ins and outs of the 
game, running their offense and 
learning how to play defense.”

Coach Nicolson would love 
to see the team improve on boxing 
out and getting more rebounds, but 
so far they have done great. “This 
team has shown that it has the heart 
and grit to play basketball, and I 
look forward to watching them 
improve as they gain more experi-
ence with the game,” said Coach 
Nicholson. The team faces off 
against Hamden Hall Country Day 
School on Wednesday, Feb. 1 as 
they look to continue to improve.

Girls ‘A’ hoop 
improving 
by Ben Boyd ’21

The Middle School Girls 
A Basketball team strives for 
a great season by working 
hard and improving everyday. 

The girls traveled to the 
Foote School on Wednesday, Jan. 
18 and embarrassed the other team 
by winning by a large margin. 

Head Coach Judy Bailey 
clearly stated that she has “high 
expectations for my eighth grade 
girls on the team to be the leaders 
on and off the court, from staying 
positive to giving it their all 
during every practice and game.”

Coach Bailey has goals for 
the team that she has both accom-
plished and wants to be completed 
in the future. One big goal for her 
is to know that every girl on the 
team walks away from the season 
knowing that they have improved 
on something in their game. 

One key thing that makes 
Coach Bailey a very unique coach 
is that she structures her practices 
just like how she wants her team 
to play in games. The team first 
starts out with dynamic stretches, 
and then they move into full court 
drills such as lay-ups and fast 
breaks. At the end, the team splits 

the court with the B girls basket-
ball team. During this time, they 
work on their shooting, working on 
their 5 v. 5 play and their offense. 

The A girls basketball team 
consists of one sixth-grader, five 
seventh-graders, and eight eighth-
graders. Through all of these 
players, eighth-grader Emma 
Henry combined for 51 points in the 
season with four games remaining. 
Can she reach 100 points? “So 
far I have seen a great improve-
ment in the team since the start of 
the season,” said Coach Bailey. 

If the girls keep on working 
hard and transfer their practice 
drills into game play, they will have 
good things to come in the future.

MS swimming dives 
into clear waters ahead
by Garrett Mastella ’21

T h e  M i d d l e  S c h o o l 
Swim Team is a mix of both 
experienced swimmers and 
novice swimmers working on 
improving their technique. 

T h e y  a l l  l o v e  t o 
swim each and every day.

“The swimmers did very 
well at their first meet against 
Foote because they supported 
one another and had very smart 
swims,” said Head Coach Erika 
Costantini.  “Many swimmers 
were competing in their very 
first meet and were courageous 
enough to try the events, dive 
off the block, and take the risk 
to do flip turns in competition.” 

The swimmers all performed 
extremely well, and experi-
enced swimmers swam against 
Foote’s older freshman athletes.

T h e  s t u d e n t s  a r e 
being great teammates and 
are supporting one another. 

“Each and every swimmer 
looks out for the other swimmers 
in their lane, and they support each 
and every swimmer on the team,” 
says Coach Costantini. They have 
all learned that they have an impor-
tant role in the success of the team.

There are some very expe-
rienced swimmers who have 
become leaders on the team. 
“[Seventh-grader] Allie Wild-
stein, [seventh-grader] Laura 
Brawley, and [eighth-grader] 

Walter Kraus all bring great expe-
rience to the team,” said Coach 
Costantini. These are some of the 
many leaders that there are on 
the Middle School Swim Team.

The swimmers also improve 
every day at practice. “Each and 
every day at practice, Mr. Miles 
has taught technique, stroke work 
and efficiency. He has honed 
in on the smaller details of their 
freestyle so that they have a 
strong foundation of good stream-
line,” says Coach Costantini. 

Assistant Coach Clay 
Mi le s  i s  an  expe r i enced 
swimmer and the former coach 
of the Upper School Varsity 
Swimming and Diving team.

The kids love to swim as 
well, and Coach Costantini has a 
great time coaching them. “The 
swimmers are so much fun to 
coach because they come to prac-
tice ready to work hard,” she said.

The Middle School athletes 
on the swim team are an enthu-
siastic group ready to work hard 
and improve every day. They 
performed well at their first meet 
and they are improving immensely.

“This team has 
shown that it has  
the heart and grit 
to play basketball, 
and I look forward 
to watching them 
improve as they 
gain more expe-
rience with the 
game.”
–Coach Nicholson

“So far I have 
seen great 
improvement in 
the team since 
the start of the 
season.”

– Coach Bailey

“Many swimmers 
were competing 
in their very 
first meet and 
were courageous 
enough to try the 
events...and take 
the risk to do flip 
turns.”

– Coach      
Costantini

Boys ‘B’ ball 
nets all day
by Landon White ’21

The Middle School Boys 
“B” Basketball team aims for a 
dominant season thanks to a strong 
seventh grade core. With their first 
game against Solomon Schechter 
Day School on Monday, Jan. 9 the 
boys had to travel to start the season. 

The Wyverns lost 75-35. 
Head Coach Josh Garrison had 
things to say about their first 
performance. “It was a tough game 
[and a] really small court [and] 
they had big guys, [we] played 
pretty good defence in the second 
half,” Coach Garrison stated.

Due to the small turnout, 
for the “B” basketball tryouts, the 
team did not have to make any 
cuts. Luckily, the team picked 
up sixth-grader Mitchell LeGeyt 
and seventh-grader Brad Barrett. 
“They’re great players–very 
skilled [and] understand the game,” 
Coach Garrison said about the two.

The team has faced minor set 
backs such as eighth-grader Conor 
Caneday picking up an injury, 
fracturing his wrist. But seventh-
grader Brad Barrett stepped in and 

became a presence in the paint. 
The squad will be playing a 

motion offense, meaning that the 
team will be using their fast and 
athletic players to create space. 
The Wyverns will also be playing a 
zone defense, allowing them to get 
a rest after their motion offense. 

There were only two 
returners, seventh-graders Noah 
Hamilton and Dylan Achatz, who 
both play the critical guard posi-
tion. Coach Garrison stated that 
“they add valuable experience.”

The team has played a total 
of three games. In their first game 
against Solomon Schechter Day 
School, they lost 72-35. They have 
also played Williston Northampton 
School and also lost 44-14. 
Their rematch against Solomon 
Schechter was close, with the 
game ending 46-20. The Wyverns 
are 0-3 as of now, but they hope 
to improve their record in the 
upcoming games against Renbrook 
School and Watkinson School.

The Wyverns main focus 
continues to be “to move the 
ball on offense [and] work as a 
team,” stated Coach Garrison.

Get excited for spring sports, starting on March 1!
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Juniors learn about college process
by Luv Kataria ’20

Three col lege admis-
sions officers provided juniors 
and their parents with insights 
into the college-application 
process on Thursday evening, 
Jan. 26, during KO’s College 
Night in Roberts Auditorium.

The three admission officers 
were Senior Assistant Dean of 
Admission Paul Dillon of Franklin 
and Marshall College, Associate 
Director of Admissions Jennifer 
Isaf of Syracuse University, and 
Senior Associate Director for 
Freshman Admissions Aida Silva 
of the University of Connecticut. 

They talked about the 
college admissions process, 
specific aspects of their own 
colleges, and ways in which 
students can enhance their chances 
of being admitted to the colleges 
of their choice. There was also a 
question-and-answer session at 
the end for families and students.

Director of College Advising 
Zaira Santiago said that this event 
is held to share information about 
the college admissions process 
with juniors and their families. 
“We want our families to have 
access to those experts,” she said.

Associate Director of 
College Advising Peggy Clark said 
that KO’s College Advising office 
always tries to bring in representa-

tives from a range of colleges for 
this annual event. “We are trying 
to get some variety of the colleges 
that are represented,” she said.

Ms. Santiago agreed. “I think 
it’s nice for families to hear the 
same topics talked about in three 
different perspectives,” she said. 

Mr. Dillon said that Franklin 
and Marshall seeks to expose 
students to many subjects during 
their first two years. “Exploration 
then specialization,” he said. “At 
a liberal arts college, the under-
graduate always comes first.” 

He said that, when he 
sought out professors for help at 
the large university he attended 
as an undergraduate, they were 
often busy with graduate students. 
By contrast, at Franklin and 
Marshall, he said, “when profes-
sors need help with research 
they turn to undergraduates.”

He described Franklin and 
Marshall as a small, close-knit 
community. When he and his 
fellow admissions officers review 
applications, he said, they ask, 
“What can these students bring to 
the community?” and “What can 
they bring to class discussions?”

He also said that, because 
small schools like Franklin and 
Marshall enroll only under-
graduate students, they don’t 
have accelerated graduate degree 
programs. However, he said they 

do partner with local universities 
to offer such programs to students.

When graduate schools 
evaluate applications, he said, 
they don’t focus on the name of 
the undergraduate school a student 
attended, but more on the quality 
of education he or she received.

He said it’s important for an 
undergraduate student to build a 
resume. “When you get to grad-
uate school,” he said, “it doesn’t 
matter what school you went to, 
what color flag you wave. It’s 
about you. You have to earn it.”

Ms. Isaf said that, though 
Syracuse University enrolls 
more than 15,000 undergraduate 
students, more than 80 percent 
of the classes offered have 
fewer than 30 students in them. 

She also said that large 
universities like Syracuse can 
offer  accelerated graduate 
degree programs. “There’s a 
lot that you can do to make a 
big school feel small,” she said. 

She encouraged students 
applying to college to examine a 
college’s career services center 
and the resources available to 
students graduating. “Look into 
research centers, and clubs that 
you might want to join,” she 
said. “There are multiple paths to 
take to where you want to get.” 

Ms. Silva said that UConn 
is a public research university 

with a student body of 18,000 
students that, because it’s state-
funded, reaches out to Connecticut 
students. At the same time, she 
said, UConn tries to be competi-
tive by offering challenging 
academics and recruiting across 
the U.S. and internationally.

Ms. Silva said that UConn 
tries to offer its students more 
freedom and less oversight because 
it believes that, as adults, college 
students should be reaching out 
and advocating for themselves. 
That includes looking for intern-
ships, speaking to teachers, 
and looking for extra help. 

At the same time, she 
said, if students aren’t reaching 
out and or are having trouble, 
advisors and people in the 
administration will reach out 
to them and provide assistance.

She also said that UConn 
doesn’t push students into 
accelerated programs because 
it believes students should 
spend four years at the school 
and enjoy their education. 

Junior  David  Marot -
tolo described the night as very 
interesting and helpful. “I think 
that’s it’s always useful to get 
their perspectives,” he said. “I 
like the diversity of schools 
[College Advising] chose.” 

   He also said he thought 
the advice was varied. “I like 

it just being three schools, 
than compared to a school fair 
[with many schools],” he said.

But he said he wished KO 
had brought in different colleges 
and universities from all across the 
county, not just in the Northeast.

Junior Haley Gervino said 
that the representatives were 
very friendly and that she liked 
the fact that you could talk with 
them one-on-one after the night. 

“I hope they have more 
opportunities for these smaller 
conversations and more on how 
to go about these types of college 
things in the future,” she said. 

But Haley said she was less 
impressed with the formal part of 
the program. “Overall the presen-
tation was inadequate,” she said. 
“Even the parents asked questions 
that they didn’t really get answered. 
I believe that it could’ve been more 
beneficial to the juniors if they 
went into further depth and not 
just hypothetical circumstances.” 

Ms. Santiago said that getting 
feedback on College Night and 
hearing suggestions is very helpful 
to the College Advising staff. 

“I really enjoy it [College 
Night],” she said. “I feel like it 
is very important for us to be 
informed as much as possible. 
It ensures that both students and 
parents are hearing the same 
message directly from the experts.” 

KO offers internships
This year KO sopho-

mores, juniors and seniors will 
have the opportunity to serve 
as an intern in one of three KO 
departments through a new an 
internship program launched 
by the school in December. 

The participating depart-
ments are Information Tech-
nology (IT), KO & Co. (the school 
store) and Communications. 

Each department will be 
accepting one intern to assist in 
various aspects of the department. 
So far, one KO student, junior Nat 
Bates, has applied and been chosen 
for an internship in the IT depart-
ment, but the other departments 
have not received any applications. 

As an IT intern, Nat is 
participating in maintenance, 
testing new products and soft-
ware, and assisting the department. 

“I chose it because I love 
computers,” Nat said, “and I 
have since I was six. My favorite 
part has been seeing everything 

by Jaden DiMouro ’20

KO students and their 
parents explored a variety of 
summer opportunities during 
PLB on Friday, Jan. 20. Eigh-
teen organizat ions vis i ted 
KO for the annual Summer 
Programs and Career Explora-
tion (SPACE) Fair in the cafeteria. 

The presenters offered 
summer programs in language 
immersion,  t ravel ,  adven-
ture, and service. Many major 
organizations attended, such 
as Junior Achievement, West-
field Academy, and Natural 
Resource Conservation Academy. 

They offered classes, 
research opportunities, and intern-
ships in many different subjects. 
Some new programs attended as 
well, such as Nuvu, an innova-
tion school in Cambridge, Mass. 

Associate Director of 
College Advising Peggy Clark 
said that this was the sixth or 
seventh year that KO has held a 
summer opportunities fair, but 
that this year, the school publi-
cized the fair more vigorously. 
“[There were] three or four 

times as many parents,” she said.
Mrs. Clark said the fair 

was an efficient way to bring 
organizations to campus that 
offer productive ways for KO 
students to spend the summer. 

She said that the fair 
presented important informa-
tion for students, and that is was 
also important because it got 
students thinking about the skills 
employers are looking for. “It 
helps in the long run,” she said.

 Freshman Alyssa Pilecki 
said she really liked the fair. “I 
thought it was cool how KO 
was able to get so many places 
and programs to come here and 
share their activities,” she said. 

Cross Cultural Solution’s 
program representative, Liz, said 
it was her second year here and the 
turnout was pretty good. She said 
the fair was a one-stop shop. “There 
are so many different options 
and activities here,” she said.

Mrs. Clark said that the 
whole KO experience should 
be finding more about yourself, 
who you are, and what you’re 
good at. “We want kids to find 
something they’re interested in 

or something new,” she said. 
“[The programs are] pretty 

expensive,” Mrs. Clark said. 
But she mentioned that finan-
cial aid was always available. 

The Debate and UN Summer 
Camp program representative, 
Stacy, said that the fair provided 
good practice for kids to come 
over and talk for themselves. 

Sophomore Casey Qi said 
the S.P.A.C.E. fair was very helpful 
and she loved it. “It was completely 
worth my time,” she said. 

The Go Beyond Student 
Travel program representa-
tive, Shaun, said that spending 
five minutes to come to the 
fair was the best thing to do to 
invest in the future. “It’s great 
[for students] to see all the 
options and explore,” he said.

Several students said the 
Summer Discovery program 
sparked their interest. “I think it’s 
cool to take a course at a college,” 
Alyssa said. “It’ll help me prepare.” 

The representative for 
the Summer Discovery Intern-
ships program said the fair was 
amazing and it was benefitting 
families significantly. “There 
are so many resources here,” 
he said. “There is [something] 
for everyone all in one room.” 

Casey said there was 
a huge variety of options to 
choose from and that she felt 
that it was more than enough.  

Alyssa said that the fair 
was helpful because she had no 
real plans for the summer yet. 
“Rather than sitting on the couch 
and watching TV all summer, 
I’d rather meet new people and 
try something new,” she said. 

by Esha Kataria ’20

Students explore summer programs

Students talk to different representatives from the summer programs at the 
SPACE fair. Photo courtesy of Kingswood Oxford’s Facebook page.

“Internships 
allow students 
to identify their 
interests and 
strengths in order 
to best prepare for 
a future career.”

– Apara Kashyap

that goes on behind the scenes 
of KO’s technology scene.” 

The other departments are 
still looking for applicants. “I’m 
looking for someone to set up and 
manage a Snapchat account for the 
school store,” said Director of KO 
& Co. Sheri Shea. “I’m looking 
for someone with creativity.” 

Mrs. Shea said that the KO 
& Co. intern will also be working 
with the Communications Depart-
ment to post on other KO’s social 
media platforms. These include 
Twitter, Instagram, and Facebook. 

The  communica t ions 
intern will help manage the 
school’s social media accounts. 

O t h e r  r e s p o n s i b i l i -
ties will include taking photos 
around campus, researching 
soc ia l  med ia  t r ends  and 
working with KO Magazine. 

The communications intern 
must be a sophomore or junior, 
and have a personal Twitter, Insta-
gram and Facebook account that 
they would be willing to share.

While these intern posi-
tions are unpaid, Mrs. Shea said 
they offer a great chance to gain 
experience and improve a resume.

Junior Apara Kashyap said 
that she thinks the internship 
program is a great way for students 
to be exposed to different careers. 

“Internships allow students 
to identify their interests and 
strengths in order to best prepare 
for a future career,” she said. 

Both KO & Co. and the 
Communications Department 
are still looking for applicants. 
Students who are interested should 
contact Mrs. Shea or Director of 
Communication Jackie Pisani.
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KO should foster 
more field trips
by Vivian Goldstein ’17

Throughout any given KO 
student’s high school career, he 
or she is guaranteed a total of 
two field trips: the freshman field 
trip to the Mark Twain House 
and the freshman trip combining 
visits to both the Metropolitan 
Museum of Art and the Museum 
of Natural History. Otherwise, 
any other educational field 
trips students may take are not 
grade-wide but class-specific.

It is a travesty that only two 
educational field trips are guaran-
teed to students! The role of school 
is, first and foremost, to teach. 
There is only so much that can be 
taught in a four-walled classroom, 
as Head of School Mr. Bisgaard 
said that in a recent assembly. 

There are just some things, 
like going to hear a symphony, 
watch a play, or visit an aquarium, 
that cannot be captured in 
pictures or headphones. The 
experience is irreplaceable and 
students are being deprived.

Keeping kids in KO’s four 
walls, and not allowing them to 
explore the world around them, 
is restrictive and tells kids that 
developing a tunnel vision of 
what they know is acceptable.

It has been established and 
embraced at KO that students 
have different learning styles. 
Popularly, seven are well known. 
One of those seven is kinesthetic 
(learning best done through phys-
ical activity and engagement). For 

those students things like labs, 
role-playing, and field trips are 
especially helpful to their learning. 
Labs can only really exist in certain 
subjects and role-playing doesn’t 
always have its time and place in 
history or a foreign language. By 
not having field trips, allowing 
kids to dive into a language or 
maybe see an historic battle-

field, is a disservice to the very 
people KO is meant to be helping.

Not only does it help that 
specific group of learners, but also 
every student. Repetitive teaching 
styles, which happen all too often, 
disengage students from learning. 
Switching things up, getting kids 
excited and interacting, helps.

Furthermore, school is ulti-
mately meant to help kids get into 
colleges and have jobs in the real 

world. Colleges support intern-
ships and going off campus to get 
more “real-world” job experience. 
KO only has to offer a single day of 
going off campus. Seeing a court-
room in action, a space center, or 
a newspaper allows students to 
get first-hand experience, see their 
potential futures, and inspire them.

To me,  th is  i ssue is 
extremely important. Before 
visiting the Metropolitan Museum, 
I had no appreciation for art; I 
thought museums were boring. 
After visiting and seeing the 
detail and the beautiful brush 
strokes or the careful crafting of 
a sculpture, it changed my life. 

I  came back  wi th  a 
completely changed view of how 
I see and appreciate art. To think 
that this life-changing experience 
might be derived from another 
student because KO didn’t 
visit is outrageous and unjust.

I recognize that field trips are 
costly. I know that they are diffi-
cult to plan. I’m not saying there 
should be a ridiculous influx of 
them. I am only supporting at least 
one grade-wide, educational field 
trip a year for each grade, which 
certainly cannot be impossible.

As an academic facility, are 
we really unwilling to give up truly 
teaching kids in every way possible, 
inspiring learning outside of the 
classroom and offering culturally 
enriching experiences, because it 
is too difficult to plan, or out of a 
fear that missing one day of school 
might bring down KO’s AP scores?

There are just 
some things, like 
going to hear a 
symphony, watch 
a play, or visit 
an aquarium, 
that cannot be 
captured in 
pictures or head-
phones.

Tobati, through which people’s 
contributions will go toward 
send ing  KO s tuden t s  on 
the annual trip as well as 
funding projects in Paraguay. 

“Ellen really enjoyed the 
trip, and it was a happy time for 
her, so it is a nice memory of 
people to have for a time of when 
she was really enjoying being 
with her friends,” Mr. Garcia said. 

As of Tuesday, Jan. 31, the 
fund had already received 46 dona-
tions totaling more than $8,000. 
Mr. Garcia said he expects more 
contributions to be made after 
Ellen’s obituary is published.

Mr. Bisgaard said that he 
remembers Ellen and her smile 
fondly. “I remember very vividly 
the last time I saw her. She was 
quiet, but for some reason I often 
ran into her at lunch...It was 
mostly that smile by the juice 
machine. I will always remember 
her smile,” Mr. Bisgaard said.

Upper School Librarian 
Nancy Solomon expressed similar 
sentiments. “I love looking at 
any photo of Ellen because she 
had the most radiant smile of 
anyone I have ever met,” she said. 
Mrs. Solomon, who was Ellen’s 

School mourns loss of classmate, friend
Continued from page 1.

advisor for ninth and tenth grade, 
described her presence as quiet yet 
powerful. “She wasn’t very chatty 
in advisee group, but she always 
listened and participated. She 
would help other students study 
for tests because she was always 
prepared. Just a wonderful person.”

Furthermore, Mrs. Solomon 
said Ellen was an active partici-
pant in community service. 

“When she was a freshman 
in the winter, her youth group at 
church slept outside for three hours 
in cardboard boxes to raise money 
for homeless people. It was bitterly 
cold, but she stuck it out the whole 
time. She committed to something 
and she would follow through no 
matter what,” Mrs. Solomon said.

Dean of Students William 
Gilyard said that he hopes to 
honor Ellen’s memory by raising 

awareness of mental illness. 
“The big takeaway for me 

was the family talking about raising 
awareness about mental health. 
Moving forward, I want to focus on 
awareness in mental health, obvi-
ously in honor of Ellen,” he said.

Junior Gabrielle Ruban, 
one of Ellen’s closest friends, said 
that she agreed with Mr. Gilyard. 
Gabrielle said that she has had a 
plan for a long time to raise aware-
ness of mental health. Gabrielle 
said that she was planning on 
starting this project soon, and 
Ellen’s death is now the catalyst. 

Gabrielle said that she 
hopes to speak at assemblies about 
mental illness and how it is often 
overlooked. “I think a lot of people 
were shocked at what happened 
because she put on a very posi-
tive face. There isn’t a face to 
mental illness,” Gabrielle said.

Junior Phoebe Taylor said 
she has known Ellen since she 
was in preschool. After Ellen’s 
death, the Goddards asked 
Elizabeth Taylor, the school 
photographer and Phoebe’s 
mom, for Ellen’s school photos. 

Phoebe decided that she 
is going to create a book for 
the calling hours with photos 
collected from peers as well 

as short written memories. 
Phoebe said that she wants 

this book to be a resource to the 
family. “Her parents can read 
[the book] and see how she was 
a teenager and a friend, not 
just a daughter,” Phoebe said.

Juniors  Chiara Rego, 
Phoebe, and Gabrielle agreed that 
their favorite memory of Ellen was 
at the Black and Crimson Gala. 
“My mom was doing a profes-
sional photo booth for the gala. So 
Amiya, Ellen, Gabrielle and I were 
wearing ridiculous props and taking 
photos at the booth,” Phoebe said.

When describing their 
favorite memories of Ellen, her 
friends Chiara, Phoebe and junior 
Amiya Young all said that Ellen 
was the embodiment of kind-

ness. “[Ellen was] hands down 
the most genuine person that 
I have ever met,” said Chiara. 

Chiara’s sentiment was 
echoed by many others who said 
that Ellen was always caring and 
concerned about those around her.

Calling hours for friends 
and family of Ellen will take 
place from 5 p.m. to 8:00 p.m. at 
the Glastonbury Funeral Home 
on Friday, Feb. 17. The Goddards 
will hold a private family 
ceremony the following day. 

The Goddards hope that 
Ellen’s obituary will be published 
in the Glastonbury Citizen on 
Thursday, Feb. 9 and in the Hart-
ford Courant on Sunday, February 
12. The Glastonbury Funeral 
Home is located at 450 New 
London Turnpike in Glastonbury. 

 

“She had the most 
radiant smile of 
anyone I have 
ever met.”  
    – Mrs. Solomon

“[Ellen was] 
hands down the 
most genuine 
person that I have 
ever met.”  
      – Chiara Rego

“I want to focus 
on awareness in 
mental health, 
obviously in honor 
of Ellen.”  
       – Mr. Gilyard

Friday - February 3 
 • Coffeehouse 
     6 p.m. – 8 p.m. Commons 
 •Middle School Dance 
    7:30 p.m. – 10 p.m. Mead Dining Hall

Sunday - February 5 
 • Public Speaking Tournament 
    10 a.m. –  4 p.m.

Tuesday - February 7 
 • Middle School Mock Trial
     3 p.m. – 9 p.m.

Thursday - February 9 
 • Senior Class 100-Day Breakfast   
     8:15 a.m. –  9 a.m. Mead Dining Hall
  
Friday - February 10
 • GSA Hot Cocoa Social 
     5:30 p.m. – 8:30 p.m. Conklin Library

Saturday, February 11 
 • SGA Dance 
    8 p.m. – 11 p.m. Mead Dining Hall

Thursday - February 16
 • Form 5 Breakfast 
     8:30 a.m. – 9 a.m Mead Dining Hall
  • Cum Laude Dinner 
     6 p.m. – 8 p.m.

Friday - February 17 
  • Elizabethan Night  
     Alumni Hall

Upcoming
Events
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Boys squash struggles early on, 
looks for second (win)d of season
by Michael Loughran ’17

Slightly past the midway 
point of the winter season, the 
boys varsity squash team has 
endured a very challenging 
first half of their schedule. The 
Wyverns currently have a 1-6 
record but remain hopeful that 
they can finish the season strong. 

Since coming back from the 
two-week long winter break in the 
beginning of January, the team has 
lost their last six matches against 
some formidable opponents. 

While it may be easy 
to lose faith and throw in the 
towel, both the Head Coach 

Robby Lingashi and players on 
the team remain optimistic and 
ready to finish the season strong.

“Certainly, yes, we have 
a long way to go, but they are 
going on the right track,” said 
Coach Lingashi when asked 
about the difficulty the team has 
faced thus far. “Even though 
we can lose 7-0, we are gaining 
much needed experience every 
match and everyone gives 
maximum effort on the court.” 

Senior Captain No. 1-seed 
Ryan Albanesi agreed. “It 
hasn’t neccesarily translated to 
wins on paper, but all the guys 
are working their hardest and 

focused during matches,” he said.
Recently, the Wyverns had 

a tough stretch of away games, 
adding on to the difficulty of 
facing some of the best oppo-
nents in the Founders’ League. 

Coming off a tough loss 
of 7-0 to both Avon Old Farms 
and Choate Rosemary Hall 
on Wednesday, Jan 18, KO 
looked to bounce back with a 
victory against the Kent School. 

In a nail biter, the Wyverns 
fell to the Lions 4-3. This match 
came down to the very end,  
including a five-game match by 
eighth-grader No. 6 seed Henry 
Krieble, who couldn’t outlast 
his opponent. Albanesi could not 
play, so everyone had to play 
one seed higher than normal. 

“I wish I could have been 
there, and maybe the result would 
have been different, but it says 
something about the nature of the 
team that they fought and did that 
well with everyone bumping up a 
spot on the ladder,” Albanesi said.

After the disappointing 
loss to Kent where it looked 
they were going to turn the ship 
around and win but came up 
short, the team did their best to 
focus solely on the match ahead 

of them against the Loomis 
Chaffee School. On Wednesday, 
Jan. 25, the Wyverns hit the road 
and took on the Pelicans but fell 
7-0, despite their best efforts.

After trying to rebound 
once again, KO faced Millbrook 
on Saturday, Jan. 28, but lost 7-0. 
Senior No. 2-seed Ben Putterman 
went to five games but lost 11-6 in 
the last game, ending in a 3-2 loss. 

Coach Lingashi pointed out 
that, although it’s disappointing to 
lose, the team still has a very young 
roster, saying that the inexperi-
enced players continue to improve 
and the losses still contribute to 
their maturation on the court. 

“I feel the players are more 
comfortable now than they were 
at the beginning of the season,” he 
said. “Physically they are able to 
compete, but they need to become 
more comfortable in match play, 
and then we will start seeing some 
success for the end of the season.”

One of the players that has 
continually impressed Coach 
Lingashi is Krieble. “He enters 
the game very maturely as if he is 
someone who has played squash 
for a long time even though he’s 
only in eighth grade,” he said.

The Wyverns still have six 

more matches before the New 
England Tournament, which 
takes place on Feb. 24 and 25. 

In preparation for the end of 
the season and the slate of matches 
ahead of the team, Putterman 
reflected on the first half of the 
season and remains optimistic. 

“I think one of the major 
reasons we have struggled so far is 
because we have a group of young 
players that don’t have a lot of 
competitive experience,” he said. 
“But we continue to work hard 
and practice and even though we 
lose more than we’d like, it doesn’t 
mean we’re going to give up.” 

The team’s optimistic 
and confident approach to 
the end of the season will 
surely help them find success 
heading into New Englands.

The team’s tenacity will 
once again be tested when they 
face Canterbury School at home on 
Wednesday, Feb. 1 and Hopkins at 
home as well on Saturday, Feb.  4.

“I believe we have an  easier 
schedule in the second half of the 
season, so we should be able to win 
some matches if we continue to play 
our best and gain some momentum 
before New England’s,” senior 
No. 5-seed Will Gitlin said.  Eighth-grader Henry Krieble hits his shot. Photo by Shelby Fairchild ’17.

Hockey finds limited success, but 
maintains high spirit at mid-season
by Jaden DiMouro ’20

This year’s KO varsity 
ice hockey team boasts a strong 
group of experienced players, 
and although they haven’t won 
a game yet, the players and 
their coach say their competi-
tive spirit is still intact, and they 
remain determined and opti-
mistic to get that elusive first win.

“We are a young team that 
is playing very good teams,” said 
eighth-grader left wing Mitchell 
Autorino, “and we are not winning 
as many games as we would like, 
but we continue to work hard.” 

The team is led by senior 
left wing Captain Drew Nemirow, 
who has scored in almost every 
game. “Drew is definitely a 
standout player,” freshman 
goalie John McLaughlin said.

Nemirow has been the 
team’s leading scorer this 
season,  tal lying 10 goals.  

In the team’s best game 
of the season, a 6-5 loss to Rye 
Country Day School on Friday, 
Jan. 6, Nemirow led the team 
with two goals. Sophomore center 
Garth Swanson also contributed 
with two goals and three assists.

Head Coach Ben Adams 
praised the team’s unity. “Our 
greatest strength is our cama-
raderie,” Coach Adams said. 
“They respect one another and 

work to make each other better.”
On Wednesday, Jan. 18, 

KO faced Worcster Academy 
away. After having some oppor-
tunities to score, the Wyverns 
struggled and only managed to 
score one goal in the first period 
by Nemirow, assisted by senior 
defenseman Josh Bobruff and 
sophomore defenseman Jack Gao. 

The Wyverns scored four 
goals in a 8-4 loss to Ports-
mouth Abbey on Friday, Jan 20.

On a Saturday night, many 
Wyvern fans traveled to Newington 
to watch the newly relocated 
Hockey Night, which was the most 
memorable moment of the season 
for many members of the team. 

“My favorite moment of 
the season was when my name 
got announced as a starter on 
Hockey Night,” said McLaughlin. 
“Even though we lost the game, 
it was really cool to be starting 
as a freshman. That was the 
first time it really hit me how 
unique of a position I was in.” 

E igh th-grader  de fen -
seman Kyle Frankel said he 
enjoyed the spirit of the night 
as well. “It was really nice to 
have so many fans come out 
to support the team,” he said.

Even though they were 
shut out 12-0 on Hockey Night 
by Berwick Academy, players 
said the team still fought with 

the intensity that is representa-
tive of their efforts this season. 

McLaughlin  and eighth-
grader Abigail  Fernald shared 
goaltending responsibilities. 

After having a week-long 
break to finely tune their skills 
and recuperate, the team traveled 
to Rhode Island to take on a formi-
dable opponent, Moses Brown. 

After a long road trip, and 
playing at Brown University’s 
hockey rink, the team was not able 
to pull off a victory, falling 11-1 with 
the single goal netted by Nemirow. 

digit goal totals. Their offense 
is also struggling, only netting  
four goals in those four games. 

“We really have to work on 
our defense,” said Bobruff. “Once 
we begin to stop our opponent, 
that will help us get some more 
shots on net for our offense.”   

The Wyverns next game 
comes this Wednesday, Feb. 1 
against Rye Country Day, where 
they look to avenge their one goal 
loss in the beginning of January.   

The team’s last game comes 
on Wednesday, Feb. 15 against the 
Hoosac School at the Wyverns’ 
new home in the Newington Arena.

Sophomore Jack Gao looks to break away on offense and skate past the 
defender for an open shot on net. Photo by Shelby Fairchild ’17.

“This year is not 
about winning. It’s 
about improving 
everyday and 
working hard. 
But who knows, 
maybe a win will 
come.”

– Drew Nemirow

The team has six more 
opportunities left in the season 
to secure a victory, but their 
resilience and positivity will 

be sure to help in their efforts.
Although it may be very 

easy to let frustration take over 
which can lead to negative result,  
the team is remaining postive.

After reflecting on the first 
half of the season, Nemirow said, 
“This year is not about winning. 
It’s about improving every day 
and working hard. But, who 
knows? Maybe a win will come. 
It’s important to try and be real-
istic without being too negative, 
which can bring the team down.” 

In their last four games, 
the team has al lowed the 
opposing team to tally double- 
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Players of the

Moment:
Sophomore John Hagberg 

and Senior Grace Amell
by Kyle Zimmerman ’18
and Ryan Albanesi ’17

Sophomore swimmer John Hagberg. 
Photo by Ali Meizels ’19.

Senior swimmer Grace Amell. Photo by 
Shelby Fairchild ’17. 

John Hagberg
Sophomore John Hagberg’s 

hard work and success is 
inspiring others on both the 
boys and girls swim teams.

Hagberg started swimming 
competitively when he was just 
nine years old, and has learned 
to love the hard work and chal-
lenges it brings to him. “Unlike 
some sports, we don’t do the same 
drills over and over again,” he said. 
“It’s always something new every 
day. That’s why I still love it.”  

Hagberg’s meet against 
Canterbury was one of his best so 
far this season. In the 400-yard free 
relay, alongside senior Co-captain 
Noah Hawks-Ladds, junior Tim 
Petit, and senior Co-captain Jack 
Barry, Hagberg split a 51.27.  

Earlier that day in the 50- 
yard free, he placed second with 
a time of 23.62, only 0.3 seconds 
behind first. In the 100-yard 
freestyle, he placed second once 
again with a time of 52.02. In the 
200 yard freestyle relay, which 
was made up of Petit, junior 
Kyle Zimmerman, Hagberg, 
and Barry, he swam a 23.69.

“He had four very solid 
races,” said Head Coach Alex 
Kraus. “The last relay was prob-
ably one of the best races he’s had.” 

Coach Kraus said that he is 
impressed with Hagberg’s work 
ethic. He works hard in practice, 

just as most other members on the 
team do, but he said that the last 
third of practice is a time where 
Hagberg really stands out among 
the others. Coach Kraus said that 
he really “gives something” in the 
last 40 minutes of practice that he 
doesn’t quite see as much in others.  

Hagberg is trying to tell 
everyone he is a sprinter, and he 
has some talent in the free sprints, 
said Coach Kraus. The sprints 
go all the way from the 50 to 
the 100 and even as high as the 
200. “[Hagberg] has to accept 
the 200 as training and racing 
repertoire,” said Coach Kraus. 
“When he believes that, he’s 
going to have even more success.”

Hagberg agreed. “I’ve 
started to realize that I need to 
accept the fact that I will be 
swimming the 200, even when 
I don’t want to,” he said. “In the 
long run it will make me even 
better at the events I do enjoy.”

As of now, Hagberg has 
been swimming the 200-yard 
free and the 100-yard free in one 
meet, and the 50-yard free and 
100 free in another.Coach Kraus 
said he’s noticed a large change in 
Hagberg’s mindset from when he 
started for KO three years ago to 
now. “He is starting to believe that 
the way he swims is determined by 
the way he tries in practice,” he 
said. “He is starting to realize that 
his form is going to be important.”

Hagberg said that he is trying 

to remain focused even when things 
don’t go his way. “A few years ago, 
I would get very frustrated when I 
didn’t get a best time.” He said that 
now, he learns from his mistakes. 
“Whenever a race doesn’t go as 
planned, I use it to my advantage. 
I look back on what went wrong 
and make sure I focus on that 
mistake in practice the next day.”

When Hagberg is not swim-
ming for the Wyverns, you will 
most likely find him swimming for 
the JCC Sharks. “I like swimming 
all year round because I like seeing 
myself improve,” he said. “It may 
be hard, but it’s definitely worth it.”

Even though he is still 
young, his presence on the team 
affects everyone in a positive 
manner. His hard work, deter-
mination, and mental tough-
ness allow him to be one of the 
best swimmers on the team. 

Grace Amell

Girls squash battles on toward Nationals
by Michael Loughran ’17

The girls varsity squash team 
has started the season with wins 
in four of their first five matches 
and is very optimistic about the 
remaining matches of the season.

The girls are also preparing 
to face tough competi tors 
during High School Nationals 
l a te r  th i s  win te r  season .

Coming off two opening 
wins, the Wyverns faced the 
Canterbury School on Wednesday, 
Jan. 11. “We went in with a lot 
of confidence, and I think we 
had great energy,” said senior 
No. 5 seed Rose Esselstyn. 
With wins from six of the seven 
players, the team improved their 
winning streak to three straight. 

After a long break between 
matches due to weather cancel-
lations, the girls competed 
against Choate Rosemary Hall 
School on Wednesday, Jan. 18. 

Despite an impressive 
performance from junior No. 7 

seed Emma Smith, who won her 
match 3-0, they picked up their first 
loss of the season by a score of 6-1.

The team looked to bounce 
back quickly to their winning 
ways in their second matchup 
of the season against Suffield 
Academy. “We beat Suffield 
when we played them earlier in 
the season, so I expected to beat 
them again,” said senior No. 
1 Co-captain Julia Goldsmith. 

“(Sophomore No. 3 Cami 
Berckemeyer) played espe-
cially well, winning a tough five 
game match and never giving 
up,” added Goldsmith. The girls 
were able to secure a 6-1 victory 
that included four 3-1 wins.

While the team is usually 
led by Goldsmith and senior 
Co-captain Faith Pease at number 
one and two, the team’s ladder has 
been shifted for the opening part of 
the season. Due to an injury picked 
up in the fall season, Pease has not 
competed in any matches thus far. 
“Not having Faith has been hard 

because everyone from number 
2 down has had to move up to a 
spot,” said Goldsmith. “However, 
many players have gained more 
confidence by succeeding at higher 
spots on the ladder.” Pease looks 
to return to matches within the 
next few weeks, and the team is 
extremely excited to have her back.

Playing number one for 
the past two seasons, Goldsmith 
has led the team in a positive 
way each day of practice and 
during each match. “Julia brings 
a fun and positive energy to the 
team. Whenever we are down, 
she is always there to remind 
us that we can win,” said Pease. 

Along with great leader-
ship from each of the captains, 
Head Coach Andy Carr praised 
Esselstyn, senior No. 4 seed 
Cassie T-Pederson, senior No. 
8 Meghan Dalton, and senior 
No.  9  Ambika Natarajan. 

“(They) all play a signifi-
cant role in creating a team 
chemistry that allows us to play 

at our best,” he said, “and it also 
sets the tone for years to come 
because we also have a lot of 
younger players on the team.” 

In addition to the senior 
leadership, the team is led by 
Head Coach Andy Carr. The 
connection between Coach Carr 
and the girls is extremely strong 
and there is a lot of understanding 
between the team and the coach. 

“He expects a lot from 
us, but he also knows how to 
make practices fun,” said Pease. 
“He’s is a really fair coach who 
I have enjoyed working with.”

In practices, Coach Carr 
makes sure the girls are focusing on 
getting the ball deep. They do drills 
like boast-drive and rotating rails, 
with a little bit of fitness worked 
into each practice.“We are always 
only focused on the next match, 
and trying to prepare for whoever 
that will be,” added Coach Carr.

During practice, Coach 
Carr even gets on court with 
the girls in order to help them. 

“He does a great job of 
watching every player’s match so 
he can coach us on what to improve 
in between games,” said Goldsmith.

So far this season, the 
team has seen very impressive 
performances from Berckemeyer. 
She has moved up a spot on the 
ladder this season and now plays 
in the third position. “She does 
amazing in matches and works 
hard in practice every day,” said 
Goldsmith. “She really excels 
with the fitness in particular.”

With a long stretch of 
matches coming up, the players 
and Coach Carr are confident they 
will be able to keep up their hard 
work and successful performances. 
The team will also have to be 
ready, mentally and physically, to 
compete in High School Nationals 
in mid February, which will take 
place at Westminster School. 

The girls look to get revenge 
against Miss Porter’s School on 
Saturday, Feb. 4, after losing 
a tough match 3-4 last season.

Senior girls swimming and 
diving Co-captain Grace Amell 
has been treading water since 
she was just five years old, but 
only began competitive racing 
her freshman year at KO. Since 
that first season, Amell has been 
a constant source of leadership 
and unity for the entire swim-
ming and diving team. 

After her first season as 
a competitive swimmer, Amell 
decided to branch out and try 

playing hockey. “I didn’t enjoy 
swimming that first swim season, 
so I tried to play hockey for a 
week,” she said. “I went back 
to swimming with no what ifs, 
like what if I tried this sport or 
that…because of that I just went 
for it and that season ended up 
being my best season,” she said.

During her sophomore 
season, senior leaders like Lauren 
Cooper motivated Amell to work 
harder and inspired her to begin 
supporting everyone on the team, 
no matter their skill level. “Lauren 
just had such a good attitude all 
the time and she cared about 
everyone equally,” Amell said. 

This year, Amell swims 
her best event in the 100-yard 
breastroke, and leads the team 
as Co-captain alongside fellow 
senior Co-captain Amanda Civi-
tello. “The only time Grace isn’t 
cheering on the pool decks is when 
she herself is swimming…that’s 
her best quality as a captain, that 
she can really befriend everyone 
and unite the team,” Civitello said.

Senior Grace Miller agreed. 
“Grace stays calm and helps 
to calm other racers before the 
meets…with such a small team 
she’s so good at supporting all 
of us even though we’re a mix of 
different ages and speeds,” she said. 

In swimming, it can be diffi-
cult to lead since the nature of the 
sport necessitates long hours alone 
in your own lane, Amell said. “It’s 

hard to talk to people while you’re 
in your own head and motivating 
yourself to keep going…all of 
your drive and all of your inten-
sity has to come from yourself, and 
that makes it difficult,” she said. 

However, as a direct result 
of said struggles of solitude, 
swimming can yield very tangible 
evidence of improvement. “If you 
work hard, in the next meet you 
will see your time drop on the 
board,” Amell said. “That makes it 
easy to set specific goals…when I 
see the whole team getting personal 
bests it’s easy to think that the 
hard work was worth it,” she said.

This season, the girls 
team has struggled with small 
numbers and races against tough 
competitors. However, Amell 
has worked hard to improve 
her stroke and has been reaping 
the benefits of practice. She is 
mostly focused on improving 
her breaststroke form, she said. 

 “I’ve changed my stroke 
a lot shortly after break…I’m 
working on my kick and the front 
part of my pole and that’s helped 
me to improve a lot so far,” she 
said. As a direct result, Amell 
defeated her Canterbury opponent 
on Saturday, Jan. 1 by an incred-
ibly margin of 12 seconds. Amell 
finished with a time of 1:14 in the 
100-yard breaststroke, a solid time 
for this point in the season, she 

Continued on page 23
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Swimming and diving preparing 
for New England Championships
by Nicholas Ravalese ’17

After competing in an 
away meet against Williston 
Northampton School, the varsity 
boys and girls swimming and diving 
team looks to continue building 
on their strength and success. 

Although they began the 
season with a loss, the team quickly 
improved in their next meet, 
winning in a home meet against 
Wilbraham and Monson Academy 
and the Ethel Walker School. 

“The team has lots of ability 
and grit. The new young members 
of the team are working hard and 
improving each meet and prac-
tice,” said junior Jaron Stake. “In 
order to improve we have to be 

focused and set goals for ourselves 
individually and as a team.”

Boys and girls swimming 
and diving coach Alex Kraus 
shared his expectations for the 
boys, girls and the team as a 
whole. “My expectations for the 
girls team,” he said, “is for the 
girls to have the sense and feeling 
of being a team. With only 10 
girls swimmers on the team it not 
only is very difficult to compete in 
big meets as they do, but to also 
have a team mentality with such 
small numbers is very difficult.” 

Coach Kraus also elabo-
rated on the girls’ resilience and 
strength. “With only one win so 
far this season, I don’t want them 
(girls swimmers) to be over-
whelmed because of the size of the 
team. I know it will be very diffi-
cult for them to win competitions 
with limited numbers, but [they] 
are continuously motivated and 

strong despite the size of the team.” 
When asked about his expec-

tations for the boys team, Coach 
Kraus said, “When coming into this 
year, I knew it would be difficult 
to replicate our success last season 
with six strong senior swimmers 
on team last year having gradu-
ated. We lost lots of talent and hard 
workers from last year, which is 
difficult for any team to cope with.” 

Coach Kraus also elabo-
rated on the development of the 
boys swimming team since last 
year. “With coaching high school 
sports, I have come to learn that 
each year is a rebuilding year. 
Fortunately we have done very 
well this year with reforming 
the team with both new younger, 
eager swimmers and more expe-
rienced older kids on the team.” 

Since their first meet, the 
boys swimming and diving team has 
won their last five meets, including 

securing a win against Williston 
Northampton School on Saturday, 
Jan. 28, beating them 108-68. 

Coach Kraus said he was 
impressed with the team’s success 
and determination. “The boys have 
been competing hard each day in 
practice and improve their times 
and strength after each meet.” 

Senior Jack Barry ended 
the exciting swimming race with 
a 2:06.63 200-yard IM final time, 
senior Noah Hawks-Ladds ended 
with a 5:27.01 500-yard free 
final time, and sophomore Ellis 
Winfree ended with a 1:30.07 
100-yard fly against Canterbury 
School on Saturday, Jan. 21. 

Divers  jun ior  Car te r 
Castanza (177.90 final score), 
and junior Kian Issari (149.90 
final score) greatly helped 
contribute to the boys diving 
team’s overall success at the meet 
with their impressive scores. 

The girls swimmers included 
Grace Amell with a 2:35.00 
200-yard IM final time and Amanda 
Civitello with a 2:14.61 200-yard 
free against Canterbury School. 

“The senior girl swim-
mers have been strong and shown 
great strides this season, Coach 
Kraus said. Amanda [Civitello], 
Laura [Polley], Grace [Miller], 
Grace [Amell] and Manisha 
[Satheesh] have been able to 
compete each meet, even though 
they are competing with only 
a small team of 10 swimmers. 

The leaders for the boys 
team have been Barry, Hawks-
Ladds and juniors Stake, Kyle 
Zimmerman and Harry Kraus. 
All of them have not only 
improved their own personal 
times but also the rest of the team. 

“The team is strong this 
year and has lots of talented 
s w i m m e r s , ”  s a i d  B a r r y.  
We lost lots of talent from last 
year but we have done well 
to compete and improve with 
each meet we encounter.”

Coach Kraus also shared his 
goals for the season and what he 
hopes the team will accomplish. 
“I hope the girls felt that they had 
a strong season,” he said. “They 
might have a lopsided win-loss 
season, but I hope that they will 
still be proud of their accom-
plishments and what they have 
achieved as a team this season. 
I hope the girls will have an 
exciting and eventful last meet.” 

He added that the boys team 
has made him equally as proud 
as the girls. “I hope the boys 
continue their success and hard 
work, competing at each meet.” 
he said. “There are three strong 
teams at New Englands, and KO 
is one of them. It will be close 
and tough, but KO can possibly 
come in around third at New 
Englands, but it could be close.” 

The team  will look for wins 
against St. George’s School and 
Windsor School on Saturday, Feb. 4.Junior Kian Issari swims in a recent swim meet. Photo by Ali Meizels ’19.

“The team has 
lots of ability and 
grit. The new 
young members 
of the team are 
working hard and 
improving each 
meet and prac-
tice.”
 – Jaron Stake

Player of the Moment
Continued from page 22.

she said. “Canterbury was prob-
ably one of the best dual meet 
experiences I’ve had at KO…
my time was about the same at 
Founders last year, so I’m excited 
to be in a good spot to drop time 
before championships,” she said.

With a unique talent for 
leadership, Amell has managed 
to create a true sense of unity 
in the small girls swimming 
team, a difficult task that Amell 
credits previous captains such as  
Cooper for teaching her how to 

handle. This skill of Amell’s, for 
creating team unity, was reiter-
ated by senior Manisha Satheesh. 

“She’s an amazing captain 
because she works so hard to 
make sure we know that, even 
though we’re small, we can 
be mighty,” Satheesh said.  

Amell is looking forward to 
participating in both the Founders 
tournament and the end-of-the- 
season New England competition, 
where she will compete in  the 
breaststroke leg of the 200 medley 
relay, the 200 IM, the 100 breast-
stroke, and a leg of the 400 relay.

Sportsmanship 
award for Kubas

Winter sports in action: 
a dazzling portfolio by Ryan Albanesi ’17

Just days before winning 
the girls doubles tournament at 
the L3 Winter Sectionals Crown, 
sophomore girls tennis Tri-
captain Lexi Kubas was awarded 
the prestigious Youth Sportsman-
ship Award by the U.S Tennis 
Association. Kubas received 
the honor on Saturday, Jan. 21.

Competing on the court as a 
Wyvern, Kubas went undefeated 
last season as the No. 1 seed, 
while also setting an example of 

class and sportsmanship, senior 
Tri-captain Julia Goldsmith said. 
Kubas was one of just seven 
New England junior girls tennis 
players under the age of 16 to win 
the coveted sportsmanship prize.

“My coaches always talk 
about how big of a deal [the award] 
is, so I was just shocked that, out of 
everyone, they chose me,” Kubas 
said. “It’s better to be a great 
sport because it really helps your 
mental game…I’ve been working 
on never getting down more 
and more each year,” she said.

Senior Laura Polley swims freestyle in a close race. Photo by Ali Meizels ’19.
Senior Kayla Glemaud defends the 
ball. Photo by Shelby Fairchild ’17.

Boys squash team works hard against 
opponents. Photo by Ali Meizels ’19.

Sophomore Garth Swanson beats an opponent to the puck in a boys varsity 
hockey game. Photo by Shelby Fairchild ’17.
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Boys basketball improves skills,
dominates in seven straight wins

The boys varsity basket-
ball team has dominated in their 
games recently, winning their 
last seven games. KO is at a solid 
10-5 record on the season, and 
looks to improve heading into 
the later part of their schedule.

Last Monday, the Wyverns  
knocked off Millbrook 83-64.  
Junior center Jackson Meshanic 
tallied 31 points and hauled in 23 
rebounds, while while junior guard 
Nick Casiano garnered 20 points. 

In hard-fought win on 
Saturday, Jan. 14, the squad edged 
the Griffins 80-79, the first time the 
boys varsity basketball team has 
beaten Pomfret in the last six years. 

“I think offensive balance 
has been key for us. We have been 
having multiple players scoring 
in the double digits, and, in one 
of those games, all five starters 
did it,” said Head Coach Garth 
Adams. “Defensively, we have 
done a better job not giving up 
transition or fast-break points.”

By having multiple or even 
all starters score in the double 
digits in one game, Coach Adams 
said, it makes it difficult for 
opposing team to try and stop KO. 
This year, KO has done a good job 
at learning how to play together 
and understanding each other’s 

strengths, he said. They under-
stand that a big part of winning 
is playing with a high level of 
intensity every game because the 
level of competition is so tough. 

On  Wednesday,  J an . 
18, the Wyverns pulled away 
with a strong win of 69-52 
over the Gunnery School. 

Throughout the year many 
players have stepped up for the 
team and have stood out as key 

players. Meshanic has been domi-
nant in the rebounding category, 
and his ability to control the glass 
has been a big part of success for the 
Wyverns. Sophomore point guard 
Sean James, who had 10 assists in 

Girls basketball roars back after 
post-winter break rough patch

Sporting a respectable 
midseason record of 6-8, the 
girls varsity basketball team 
accelerated out of a rough patch 
following winter break with 
two blow-out wins over Hotch-
kiss on Wednesday, Jan. 25, and 
Westminster on Friday, Jan. 27. 

Against Westminster, the 
team amassed a 33-11 halftime 
lead and never looked back, 
defeating the Marlets 50-30. 
The Wyverns’ scoring was very 

evenly distributed, with three 
players tallying 10 points: senior 
Co-captains Madi Kalkstein and 
Kayla Glemaud, and sophomore 
Desiree Davis. Junior Maitland 
Bailey and freshman Angelina 
Maselli chipped in six points each.

“We had been on a four-
game skid, with some of them 
being really close,” Head Coach 
Kyle Chapman said. “We lost 
four games straight returning 
from break, but we’re starting 
to get back on our game.” 

Coach Chapman said the 

team had a few great practices in 
a row, and it was just really tough 
to come back from break. “We got 
back in our groove with a great 
win over Hotchkiss,” he said. 

He said the girls fought 
really hard in the Hotchkiss game 
and deserved the win. “We won 
by over 20 points, having a rough 
first half but coming out powerful 
in the second half. The score 
ended up being 52-31,” he said. 

After losing in the finals of 
an exciting but exhausting K.I.T., 
Glemaud said the team had it 
really tough coming back after 
break. “Our toughest loss since 
break was against Ethel Walker,” 
she said. “It was just a really tough 
loss for us because we didn’t 
prepare as strongly as we could.” 

The girls lost to Ethel Walker 
52-47. Glemaud said the Wyverns 
were way better than the Wildcats, 
and but that they just didn’t play 
well and played down to their level. 

Players said the team has 
improved on many things since 
the beginning of the season. “I 
think one way we have improved 
is listening to each other more 
and understanding everyone on 
the team,” Bailey said. “Now 
we know who wants to shoot a 

three or get the ball in the post.”
Junior Skylar Barron agreed 

that the team has improved. “We 
started listening to each other, and 
our team dynamic has improved,” 
she said. “We had a brand new 
coach and all new players, so we 
had to adapt to everything new.”

The team has struggled 
with learning how to win, Coach 
Chapman said. “We have made 
a lot of progress since the begin-
ning with learning how to win, and 
coming out strong in the second half 
against Hotchkiss really changed 
the momentum of the season.”

The girls practice from 4 
p.m. to 6 p.m., four days a week, 
with scattered practices on Satur-
days based on their schedule. “Each 
practice, I time every drill we do,” 

the Millbrook game, is a steady 
player who runs the offense and 
has been making some great shots 
this year. In addition, Casiano has 
been a great scorer for the Wyverns 
and has good length on defense.

Coach Adams praised 
Meshanic for his strong season, 
especially in the rebounding 
category, as well as senior guard  
Captain Mark Billingsley for being 
a great senior leader who holds his 
teammates accountable at practice 
and is always a competitive player. 

On Friday, Jan. 20, the 
squad defeated Westminster 
72-67 and on Monday, Jan. 23, 
crushed Berkshire School 81-59. 

“Everyone has a role to 
play, and there are no complaints 
about our roles. We are all on 
the same page in what we are 
looking to do this year, which is 
to progress every day, push each 
other, make playoffs, and make a 
run at winning the New England 
Class B Championship,” said 
Billingsley. “It’s a process, but we 
know what it takes and what we 
have to do to get where we want 
to be at the end of the season.”

The team has added a lot 
more talent not only to the starting 
lineup but also to their bench as 
well. This year, KO has a solid 
starting lineup, with five or six boys 
coming off the bench to help out.

Junior Nicholas Casiano goes in for the layup. Photo by Shelby Fairchild ’17.

“We are all on the 
same page in what 
we are looking 
to do this year, 
which is to prog-
ress every day, 
push each other, 
make playoffs.”
– Mark Billingsley

by Will Gitlin ’17

On Friday, Jan. 27, KO 
defeated an impressive Choate 
Rosemary Hall team  65-61. 

The following day, the 
Wyverns faced off against 
Gunnery School again, and beat 
them 79-67. Two days later  KO 
whacked Millbrook to extend their 
winning streak to seven games. 

“Moving forward, we need 
to continue to try and focus on 

Coach Chapman said. “I try and hit 
all the important things we need to 
work on and set a timer to make 
sure we get through everything.” 

One of the highlights of 
the season for Kalkstein was 
when the team played Williston 
Northampton. “We won and we 
haven’t beaten them in at least 
five years,” she said. “We played 
really well as a team and had 
a lot of great ball movement.”

The KIT’s were also a great 
accomplishment for the team. “The 
games were just best for us as a 
team collectively, and the crowd 
supported us,” Glemaud said. 

Coach Chapman said the 
team had an amazing KIT. “It was 
great for our team and school,” 
he said. “We got to the finals, and 
we haven’t in 10 years,” he said. 

Even though the team lost in 
the finals, Coach Chapman said he 
was really proud the squad made it 
that far and did things they hadn’t 
before. They ended up losing to 
Watkinson 81-71, but the game was 
close until the final few minutes 
of the game. Bolstered by their 
recent wins over Hotchkiss and 
Westminster, the girls are looking 
to come out stronger and finish 
the season with a lot of power. Senior Madi Kalkstein looks for opportunities. Photo by Shelby Fairchild ’17.

“We played really 
well as a team 
and had a lot of 
great ball move-
ment.”

– Madi Kalkstein

by Lexi Kubas ’19

day-to-day preparation,” said 
Coach Adams. “Practice has 
to be tantamount to champi-
onship play, and on gameday 
we need to not look past any 
game and focus on each game.”

At 2:30 p.m. this Saturday, 
Feb. 4, in a home game with St. 
George’s, KO hopes to continue 
their phenomenal mid-season surge 
by coming away with another win. 


